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For decades it has been an accepted "fact" that rich
countries are getting richer and poor ones poorer.
While academics, politicians, and international pol-
icymakers have believed and promoted this idea, few
have sought to examine its factual basis. To test
whether such a widening economic gap exists be-
tween the rwenty Latin American countries and the
United States,l'this study (1) compares six long-
term series on gross domestic product (Cor) and
one projection; (2) develops two long-term series for
the period since 1940; and (3) examines totals in an
additional GDP series in order to analyze the effects
of alternative base years and inflation.

Because all but one of the series remove infla-
tion by converting GDP to standard dollars of a par-
ticular year (L960,1,970,1.980, or 1990), we develop
a new series in current dollars and present all series
in a new proportional approach that calculates the
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lTheoreticallv data on income distribution could be used to

measure the so-called widening gap, but such data do not exist in
any standardized form for al1 count¡ies in Latin America since

7940. Data are available for select countries at specific moments in
time, but methodologv and coverage varr,. For analysis of limits on

such data, see SALA, 37-1412 through 1416 andThorp (1998:352).

ratio of Latin America data to U.S. data for selected
years.

How do the GDP series presented here differ?
The existing series measure GDP in terms of "pur-
chasing power parity" (eee), which adjusts the dollar
exchange rate for each country to determine the
"rea1" worth of their currency-not what the global
currency exchange market says the currency is
worth. Our long-term series, the "\ /-R1" and "\M-R2"
(Wilkie-Ray) series, do not use the PPP approach
but rather convert the GDP of each country in terms
of that country's dollar exchange rate (óeR).2 As
useful as the PPP approach may be, we believe that
its adjustment of the exchange rate does not depict
"realiry" but instead overstates economic gains.

The PPP concept uses "international do1lars" to
convert GDP to values that theoretically eliminate
exchange rate biases, as discussed at length below. In
this study we use the three major published time
series for comparison: (1) SALA, based mainly on
ECLA data published in several sources, (2) Thorp
(1998; hereafter Thorp), and (3) Maddison (1,995).

The Maddison data permit us to extend the analysis
beyond the U.S.-Latin American economic gap to
consider whether similar gaps exist elsewhere, spe-
cifically between the United States and the United
Kingdom.

PPP methodology involves attempts by re-
searchers at the United Nations (including ECLA),
World Bank, University of Toronto, University of

2Oth.. DER series exist, but these are usually tbr single vears

or short time periods and lack ir-rternal consistencl..
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Pennsylvania,3 and elsewhere to express national
GDP data in "international dollars." PPP converts the
GDP of different countries to U.S. dollars by revalu-
ing gross production. PPP uses a common basket of
goods and services to establish the number of units
of each country's national currency needed to buy
the same goods and services that one U.S. dollar buys
in the United States. PPP seeks especially to include
the "real" value of services, which are the most diffi-
cult to measure.

Researchers see the question of approach, be it
PPP or DE\ as a point of controversy.4 On the one
hand, calculation of cop using exchange rates (table
82) leads to a shifting GDP level which is usually un-
dervalued or overvalued, depending on how political
leaders establish their country's currency exchange
rate to the dollar over time. Although some re-
searchers argue that the use of currency exchange
rates distorts "realiry" we believe that it ii importaÁt
to take into account the politico-economic situation
of the population. Distortions of exchange rates
generally change "realiq," itself by encouraging (or
discouraging) activities such as exports (and im-
ports), tourism, and smuggling.

On the other hand, the PPP conversion factor
is, in principle as well as in practice, difficult, if not
impossible, to calculate meaningfully because goods
and services are not always directly comparable from
country to country, especially across world regions.
Although the otrCD claims to have established uni-
formity for the European Union, the same cannot be
said for most of the world other than major indus-
trial economies such as Japan and the United States.
It is especially difficult, for example, to measure out-
put and prices of services such as health care and
education.

3See Heston and Summers (1991). The Penn World Table
with data to the early 1990s by country is available at http://
datacentre. chass. utoronto. ca:5 680/cgi-bin/pwt/form?s= CHN/
RGDPC and http://datacentre.chass.utoronto.ca:5680/cgi-bin/
pwt/jrmp?t=273028. See also (1) an analysis of ete by researchers

affiliated with the National Bureau of Economic Research athttp://
w.;vrv.nber.org, including critiques such as Engel (1996); and (2)
Angus Maddison and Bart van Ark, "The International Com-
parisons of Real Product and Productiviry" Research Memoran-
dum GD-6, International Comparisons of Output Productiüry
(ICOP) Project, Groningen G¡owth and Development Centre,
Universiry of Groningen, Netherlands, 1994, discussed in Maddi-
son (1995:162-163). The ICOP project approach is very limited
both in method and geographic coverage.

4"Alternative Aggregation Methodologies for GDp" (1985).

In addition, there are problems in emplovinq
PPP estimates for calculating the relative size of
countries: PPP prices are benchmarked on 1985
(covering only 64 countries) and 1,993 (covering a

larger set of countries), developed with subsequent
yearly surveys or based on regression analyses pre-
pared by the International Comparison Programme
(tCr).5 Furthermore, data for PPP are based on sur-
vey research, notoriously difficult even in advanced
economies.6

Despite such difficulties, one group of U.N. re-
searchers notes that certain regularities have been
observed between (1) GDP and its major expenditure
components when measured in market prices and
(2) GDP and its components when measured in "in-
ternational" prices as derived in the ICP experiments.
"On that basis (and using other partial data on
consumer prices), a technique [has been] devised to
approximate PPP levels of C¡p and its major expen-
diture components for countries that have not par-
ticipated in ICP surveys." The results of this
approximation have come to be knori.n as the Penn
World Table.T

Although we refer to GNP (g.o-.. national
product) in table 86 where we define GDP as part of
GNP and compare GNP-DE& GDP-DER- and GOp-
PPP for six countriesinl996,we do not use the GNP
concept in our analysis because the der-eloping
world itself has focused almost exclusiveii' on the
GDP aspect of GNP. Latin America's tbcu. ¡n GDP
rather than GNP dates back to the 1960s u'he : ECLA
undertook a serious attempt to measure the ::oduc-
tion of goods and services ttithin each cou:l::.,' ,rf the
region.

ECLA and think tanks engaged in sruj:.- ¡ithe
developing world have been more intere:::: r:- GDP
than GNP for one major reason: GDP .::-'...'s the
amount of goods and services (includir: =,,-:rrts)
produced inside the countq¿, a concern c,: : '-.:¡ries

that seek to improve their worldwide c,--::,:::::ite-
ness. In contrasi, GNP builds upon GDP :- ,..,= ,"ro
account income earned outside the couni:-. ::,: :ant
back from abroad-which has not been ;. : : : :r..-
tor in the development of most countries. I' l:. -: I is
an important exception because since the -.:. - 

r9rls

SSee United Nations (7994) and World Bani -l:..:
6For a supportive view of ppp methodolopr'. ...

(7995:162-763).
TThe Center for International Comparisons :: :, .

of Pennsylvania, Penn World Table. Available ar .-:.,
.upenn.edu/home.html.
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its privatized companies have begun to expand in-
vestment in Central America, South America, the
United States, and Europe.)8

Recently some well-meaning groups have
formed to propose that alternative measures be de-
veloped that do not count as economic gain, for ex-
ample, the cost of rectif,ring environmental damage.
Thus Redefining Progress (nr), a not-for-private-
profit public policy organization in Oakland, Cali-
fornia, criticizes the concept of GDP. According to
RP, the concept of Cnp is part of a plot by the devel-
oped world to mask its exploitation of the develop-
ing world, wirich

in 7991 [turned] the GNP . . . into the GDP-a
quiet change that had very large implications.

Under the old measure, the Gross National
Product, the earnings of a multinational firm
were attributed to the country where the firm
was owned and where the profits would eventu-
ally return. Under the Gross Domestic Product,
however, the profits are attributed to the country
where the factory or mine is located, even though
thev lthe profits] wont stay there. This account-
ing shift has turned many struggling nations into
statisticai boomtowns, while aiding the push for
a global economy. Convenientiy, it has hidden a

basic fact: the nations of the North are walking
ofTwith the South's resources and calling it a gain
fbr the South.9

Not only is the idea of a conspiracy theory com-
pletely without foundation, but, in addition, RP fails
to understand that GDP is not a term to be substi-
tuted fbr GNP-GDP is part of cxp. Although it is

possible for GNP to be lower than GDP, ironically
this is so only in the case of the United States (table
86). Further, many "foreign" profits are reinvested
in developing countries.

RP goes on to propose an "ideal" set ofindica-
tors which adjust GDP data by deducting from GDP

8For example, '|ELN{EX has purchased the Guatemalan tele-
phone svstern. Since NAI-I'A rvent into ef1-ect in 1994, N4exican

companies have been building a significant base in the United
States (see Romney 2001). Birnbo Bakeries Mexico has become a

major u'orldwide player, fi'on-r the lJnited States, to Austri¿r, to the
Czech Republic. The early base of Nlexican foreign investment was

established by Grupo Maseca (Cnunl.q). In the 1970s GRLINTA

began to earn proi'its on tortiila sales in Centrai Anlerica and the
United States rvith which it financed expansion in Mexico. At the

end of2000, GIIUTIA opened a tortilla plant in England to serve the
European market.

9Redefining Progress. Available at http://www.cyberus.cal
choose. sustain /Qrestion/G»l-GNP.l-rtm1.

certain components to create a new concept called
"GPI" ("genuine progress indicator").10 Tñe iterns
that RP proposes to deduct from GDP are nearly im-
possible to measure, such as all medical and repair
costs, which, ironically, RP believes fail to contribute
to positive change.

Theory of the "Widening Gap"

The "economic gap" theory first gained recog-
nition with the publication in 1.969 of the report of
the Commission on International Development
chaired by the former prime minister of Canada,
Lester B. Pearson (Pearson 1969). The Pearson Re-
port identified a decline in foreign aid and capital to
developing countries and formed the basis for con-
vening in 1,970 the Columbia University Confer-
ence on International Economic Development. An
outcome of the Columbia conference wal the publi-
cation in7971, of The Widening Gap: Deoelopment in
the 1970\ (Ward, Runnalls, and D'Anjou 1,971;
hereafter Ward). The book's introduction contains a

Declaration signed by over one hundred scholars,
governmental officials, diplomats, and other leaders,
which reads:

The widening gap berween the rich and poor
countries of the world has-in the words of the
Pearson Report-become a central issue of our
time. In incomes, living standards, economic and
political power, one-third of the world has in re-
cent decades been pulling steadily ahead, leaving
the remainder of mankind in relative poverft in
many cases to live without clean watet educa-
tion, basic medical facilities or adequate housing.
Yet with modern technology and existing pro-
ductive capacity, none of this need continue if
mankind would develop the will and organi-
zation to use the resources at hand. (Ward,
pp. 10-11)

Readers looking for evidence of a widening
gap, however, will find little in either the Pearson

loGenuine progress indicator (GeI) subtracts from GDP the
following costs: crime and divorce, ar-rr. wider-ring of income dis-
tribution, depletion of national resources, pollution damage to
human health and the enüronment, consumption of certain forms
of energy and of ozone-depleting chemicals, any decrease in leisure
time, short life span of consumer durables and public infrastructure.
GPI adds to GDP by counting the value of household work figured
at the approximate cost of hiring someone to do it. See RP's

1999 scheme at http://www.cyberus.ca,/choose.sustain/Qrestion/
GPt.htn'r1.
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Report or Ward, except for data provided by Rich-
ard Jolly (1,971,). Jolly compared average GDp/C (in
U.S. dollars of 1960) for 21 "developed countries"
with the averages for "developing countries" by
world region from 1950 to 1,967 and, based on that
seventeen-year trend, made estimates through 2000
(table BL and figure B1). Jolly estimated that the ab-
solute economic gap between Latin America and
developed countries, expressed in GDp/C, would
continue to widen. Despite basing his estimates on
limited economic data, Jolly concluded that because
there is a widening economic gap, there is also a

widening social gap between the world's rich and
poor. He projected that for Latin America the abso-
lute gap would increase 564.3 percent between 1950
and 2000.11

Table 81

GDP/C BY WOBLD REGIONS, ABSOLUTE DATA
(M US 1e60)

Region 1 950 1960 1967 2000.

Developed Countries
Developing Countries

Africa
Latin America

Asia

.Est¡mate

SOURCE: Jolly \197 1 :284).

Figure Bi
THE WIDENING ABSOLUTE GAP, 1950-2OOO
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The widening gap theory has produced the
corollary that "poor" regions of Latin America are,
and have been, falling further and further behind the
"rich" United States, the worldwide standard against
which other regions and countries are measured.12
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SOURCE: Jolly (1971:xii and 284).

1970

llAccording to Jo11y's data, the absolute gap berween Latin
America and the United States was $855 in 1950 and $5,680 in
2000, a percentage increase of 564.3 percenr.

12For analysis of"convergence from or convergence toward"
U.S. GDP/C, see Maddison (1995:25).

2000
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Acceptance of this theory has influenced policy-
makers, as well as popular understanding and in-
depth analyses of the comparative socioeconomic
situation in Latin America and the United States.

To conclude that there is a widening gap ap-
pears logical for several reasons. Given the U.S.

technological revolution and the widespread intro-
duction of computers and sophisticated communi-
cations networks since World War II, manv have
hypothesized that Latin America's competitiveness
would continue to deteriorate. Furtheq owing to
Latin America's chronic high unemployment rates,
the region has not had the luxury of focusing on the
modernization of its industry and workforce. A1-
thor-rgh the hypothesis of a relative worsening of
Latin America's economic situation seems valid,
scholars have not sought to actually test it.

The image of "poor" Latin America simply un-
derscores the persistence of external perceptions of
Latin America throughout its history, which often
have had more to do with the vantage point of the
observer than with Latin American realiry For ex-
ample, contrary to the modern view, during most of
the colonial period l-atin America was perceived as a

land of riches, whose cities, markets, and wealth ri-
valed those of Europe.

The idea that Latin America is falling behind
"developed" countries arose in the nineteenth cen-
tury. As a result of Europe's agricultural and indus-
trial revolutions, observers in Europe and Latin
America began to view Latin America as "back-
ward»-not because of worsening conditions in
Latin America but because of progress in Europe.
Latin America's so-called backwardness has been
studied by Steven Topik, who points out that "it is

not that Latin America went backwards, Europe
went fbrwards" (Toptk 1987:549). According to
Topik, the European benchmark for judging Latin
America changed from a focus on its moral develop-
ment to an emphersis on its material development,
the Enlightenment having revealed the scientific
path to progress. Thus, says Topik, the colonies of
Latin America were seen as not just different from
Europe but representative of an earlier stage of de-
velopment (L987:5a9). Although some views of
Latin America soon evolved into racial, cultural, and
geographic explanations for its underdevelopment,
the central idea remained that Latin America was
economically behind the "developed" world, un-
doubtedly for all time.

Testing the Theory of the Economic Gap

To test the theory of the widening gap, this
analysis compares the economic situation of the
twenty countries of Latin America with that of the
United States using four data series in addition to
the two new series developed here (w-Rt and w-Rz):
L. W-R1 series linking ECLA data (1.940-98 in U.S.

dollars of 1.970)13

GDP-DER (in terms of dollar exchange
rates)

GDP/C-DtrR (per capita Gor-onn)14
2. SALA series linking ECLA data (1,940-98, in U.S.

dollars of 197$ts
GDP-PPP (in terms of purchasing power

pariry)
GDP/C.PPP16

3. Thorp series (1950-95, in dollars of 1970)17
GDP/C_PPP

4. Maddison series (1820-1,994, in U.S. dollars of
1990)18

GDP_PPP

GDP/C-PPP19
5. Moreno-Pérez series (1940-98, in U.S. dollars of

1e80)
GDP-PPP (Appendix C)
GDP/C-PPP (Appendix D)

6. W-R2 series developed from IN4F data (1950-98,
in current U.S. dollars)

GDP-DtrR (not deflated)
GDP/C-DER (not deflated)

For these series, we use two anal¡ical methods: ab-
solute terms andrate of change. Further, we present
all series in a new way as the proportional share of
U.S. absolute data.

'Ihe Maddison series is important because it
allows us to determine whether there is an economic
"gap" between two "rich" countries-the United
Kingdom and the United States; and we can
compare it to Thorp and Coatsworth as well as

13Fo, .ources and methods, see Appendlx A. u.s. data are

from the IN{F-IFS.
14Per capita figures calculated from population data dis-

cussed in Appendlx B.
1-5SALA, 26-3324 and SALA, 32-3407.
16Per capita figures calculated from population data dis-

cussed in Appendix B.
17Thorp, p. 353.
lsN1addison (1995).
19Per capita figures calculated from population data dis-

cussed in Appendir B.
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Engerman and Sokoloff in order to test the meaning
of data in proportional terms.

In addition to examining the Latin American
region as a whole, this study analyzes data for Brazll,
Mexico, and Chi1e, specifically. This approach pro-
vides a view of the situation in South America and
North America as well as Latin America's two big-
gest countries in terms of Gpp-together Braztland
Mexico in 1998 accounted for 74 percent of Latin
Arrerica's total GDP, up from 36 percent in L940.

Data for Cuba are problematic because, begin-
ning in 1959, Fidel Castro adopted the Eastern bloc
standard for measuring economic growth-gross
social product (csr)-in place of c»p. GSP, ironi-
cally, discounts the pay of teachers and public health
workers, for example, considering it "nonproduc-
tive."20 International agencies and scholars have at-
tempted, especially since the crurnbling of the
Berlin Wall in L989, to deconstruct Castro's spuri-
ous GSP in order to recalculate the data to make
thern comparable with Cop figures. The Cuban
GDP/C data used here are from Thorp (p. 353). She
presents GDP/C data in dollars of 1.965. The data are

not converted to dollars of1970 because ofthe ques-
tionable nature of the original data and the eight
widely varying estimates of GDt' growth.2l Further,
data for the 1990s (table 82) show a decline of 23
percent, compared with recent ECLA data that show
a decline of 29 percent.22 The Cuban data prese nted
here, then, constitute only a very rough estimate,
and the difference between 1965 and 1970 dollars is
minimal for our pr.rporer.23

Because data for L940 are not given for nine
countries (Bolivia, Dominican Republic, Haiti,

20For a definition of GSp and Gx,tr, (gross material prod,.rct),
see SALA,37-3407.

21see SALA, 37-3407.
22Comisión Económica parir América Latina y e1 Caribe

(2000), table A.1. Acco¡ding to the CIr\, "Havana announced in
1.995 that GDP declined by 35 percent during 1989-93, the result of
lost Soviet aid and domestic inefficiencies. The drop in GDP appar-
ently halted in 1994, when Cuba reported .7 percenr growth, fol-
lowed bv incre¿ses of 2.5 in 7995 and 7.8 in 7996. Gror.r,th slorved
again in 1.997 znd 1998 to 2.5 percent and 7.2 respectively." 'Ihe
CIA estimates that Cuba's GDP growth recovered again irr 1,999 and
2000 with increases of 6.2 and 5 percent, respectivel¡ "apparently
owing to the continued grorvth of tourism. Central control is com-
plicated by the existence of the informal economy, much of which is
denominated in dollars. Living standards for the averaqe (dolla¡-
less) Cuban remain ¿t a depressed level compared with 1990." See

Central Intelligence Agencv. The World Factbook 2000, "Economy";
also available at http: / /www.cia.gov/cia,/publications/factbooVgeos/
cu.htmi#Econ.

Panama, E1 Salvador, Costa Rica, (ir-ratemala, Nic-
aragua, and Peru), we have calculated our own esti-
mates. (See Appendix A for discussion of the
methodology.)

The GDP-DER Series, Total and Per Capita

In contrast to the PPP method of converting
GDP to U.S. dollars (discussed below), our DE,R series
(table 82) shows that in 1.940 the GDP for Latin
America was nearly $32 billion increasing to §324
billion b'¡ 1,998. Meanwhile, in the United States
GDP grew from $304 billion in 1940 to §2.4 trillion
in 1998. The absolute GDP gap between Latin
America and the United States increased from
ff277.8 billion in 1,940 to roughly $2.1 trillion in
1998. This analysis in absolute terms appears to
confirm the theory of the widening gap.

To partially resolve the problem of Latin
America's unequal base for comparison with the
United States, let us examine Latin American GDP
as a share of u.s. GDp (rable 83) to derermine
whether or not the rwenty countries as a whole are
gaining on the United States, and if so by how
much. During the fifty-eight-year period analyzed
here, Latin America's GDP rose from 10.4 percent of
U.S. GDP to 17.4 percent in 1980 before declining to
about 13.7 percent of U.S. GDP in 1998. Thus, Latin
America got richer but poorer!

Individual country comparisons illustrate a

subregional variation. Brazrl, Mexico, and Chile are

helpful examples. Braztl's GDP as a share of U.S. GDP
rose from 2.1. to 4.4 percent between 1940 and 1998,
Mexico's rose from 1.6 percent to 3.6 percent, while
Chilet fell from 1.9 to .8 percent. From this point of
view, then, we see a narrowing gap, but not for all
countries.

To further test the nature of the "g pi' let us
analvze absolute data on GDPiC (table B4). The av-
erage for a1l Latin America was §257 per person in
L940, an amount that increased steadilv in each dec-
ade through 1980, falling in 7990, and increasing
again to the 1998 average of $659. Meanr,vhile, LI.S.

GDP/c increased from ff2,289 in 1.940 to $8,641 in
1998 (table B4).

When we subtract the Latin Arnerican average
from the U.S. average, we find that the gap increased

23The EcLe export price index (1970 = 100) for Latin
America in 1965 was 87; the import price index was I04. See SALA,

37-2543 and2544, respectivelv; base recalculated here fron.r 1990 =

100.
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Table B2

W-R1 SERIES:T GDP-DER, 20 L AND UNITED STATES, 1940-98
(M US 1970)

1 940 1 950 1 960 1970 1 980 1 990 1 998

B,

c.
D.

E.

F.

G,

H,

ARGENTINA

BOLIVIA2
BRAZIL

CHILE

COLOiifBIA
cosrA HtcA3
CUBA
DOI\¡IN¡CAN FIEP2

7,816.3

397.5

6,643.9
2,229.1

14,616.0

551.8
1 9,684.9
4,598.5

3,920.0
455.2

2,713.0
808.2

858.0
548.8

1 ,170.3
386.2

353.2
3,875.3
1,850.8

6,209.6

23,524.0
1,350.5

89,812.3
1 1,849.7

4,292.1

1,264.8
3,554.5

466.0

34,313.7
1,662.1

104,016.3

1 8,238.9

1 8,459.6
1,839.0

5,926.5
4,21A.6

1 0,904.6

530.5
10,191 .9

3.126.1

22,314.4

964.4
35,508.8

7.112.7

25,966.3
1,494.2

75,O10.2
8,941.5

1,745.1
1 55.1

1,639.0
255.8

244.0

210.8
764.4
248.2

348.2

805.4
320.0

200.4
4,711.4

141 .0

227.2

231.8
1,426.5

1,026.6

1,359.7

1 1,209.8
1 ,514.7
6,243.0
2,590.9

15,708.2
1,679.7

7,278.0

3,173.8

2,505.0
224.8

2,095.0
463.7

6,496.9
874.4

3,196.0
1,325.0

1,466.9

950.0
1,998.4

410.2

I, ECUADOB

J, EL SALVADoR3
K, GUATEMALA3
L. HAtl2

HONDURAS
MEXICO

NICABAGUA3
PANAMA2

PAFIAGUAY

PEBU3
URUGUAY

VENEZUELA

LATIN AMEFICA

3,579.4
1,305.6
3.463.5

483.6

4,950.2

1,593.9
4,365.0

353.9

282.6 409.s 641.4
9,182.6 16,198.5 31,921.1

218.9 364.4 71 1.5

282.0 452.2 962.2

1,246.0
73.952.6

694.1
1,714.6

1,402.8

84,055.8
749.9

2,326.7

1.025.5

64,067.4
784.4

1,629.4

M.

N.

o.
P

o.
H,

S,

f.

277.9
2,320.3

1,505.6
2.990.0

551.1

6,332.1
2,1s8.1

11,085.2

1,277.7
8,689.7

2.845.2
16,559.8

7,699.8
2,473.4

1 7,614.3

1,823.1
10,304.7

3,664.3
19,892.4

UNITED STATES

1. The W-R1 series uses U.S. dollar exchange rates (DER) rather than PPP rates. The DEF
data were developed originally by ECLA and linked and carried forward in SALA,
26-3301 through 3321 and SALA,32-3401 through 3421. See also the discussion in
Appendix A herein.

2. Extrapolated for 1940 from data for 16 other countries.

3. PPP data from Thorp, except 1998 data are calculated using percentage change in

Economist Intelligence Unit, Cuba Country Report.

SOUBCE AND METHODS: See Appendix A, herein.

Table 83

W-R1 SERIES: LATIN AMERICA, BRAZIL, MEXICO,
AND CHILE GDP.DER AS PERCENTAGE OF

U.S. GDP.DER, I940_98

Year Latin America Bruzil Mexico Chile

303,507.5 470,063.2 662.397.2 997,205.0 1 ,365,903.3 1 ,869,522.5 2,367,791 .O

31,713.8 49.112.2 80,024.5 136,981.1 238,682.1 271,483.7 324,157.6

cent in the 1940s, 23.8 percent in the L950s,29.7
percent in 1960s, and 33.9 percent in the 1970s. In
the 1980s, Latin America's GDP/C decreased 5.7
percent and increased once again in the 1990s, but
only by 2.7 percet The yearly average increase in
GDP/C for Latin America as a whole for the 1,940-
98 period was 1.6 percent.

For the three subregional country examples,
the growth rates between1940 and1998 were as fol-
lows: Brazil,288.2 percent; Mexico, 265.7 percent;
Chile, 179.3 percent-all more than 100 percent
above the Latin American average and close to the
U.S. average. In the United States, GDP/C jncreased

277 .5 percent for the period, a yearly average of 2.4
percent-.S percent higher than the Latin Ameri-
can yearly average.

Let us now examine Latin American GDP/C as

a percentage of u.S. GDP/c (table 85). Latin Amer-
ica's share in 794A was LL.2, a percentage that de-
creased to 7.6 in 1998, showing, clearl¡ a widening
gap. However, the figures for 1940 and 1998 for
Brazll and Mexico remained stable at about 7 atd10
percent, respectively. In Chile, however, which had

1 940
1 950
1 960
1 970
1 980
1 990
1 998

10.4
10.4

12.1

17.4
14.5

2.1

2.2

2.9

5.5
4.0

4.4

1.9

6.6
6.9
7.1

6.5
6.3

.8

1.6

2.0
2.4

3.2
4.7
4.O

3.6

SOUBCE: Calculated from lable 82

from $2,033 in 1940 to $7,982 in 1998. For Brazil,
the GDP/C gap increased from fi2,L28 to $8,013.
Mexico saw its gap widen frorn ff2,049 to §7,764.
For Chile, in 1940 the gap was $1,848 and by 1998
it had reached ff7,4L1. Frorn this perspective, then,
the gap widened dramrrtically.

Let us turn once again to growth rates (calcu-
lated from data in table 84). Despite the "lost dec-
ade" of the 1980s, Latin America's GDP/C still
managed to increase 157 percent from 1940 to 1.998.
The increases by decade were impressive-23.5 per-
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Table 84
W-Rl SERIES: GDP/C-DER, 20 L AND UNITED STATES, 1940-98

(us 1e7o)

1 950 1 960 1 970 1 980 1 990 1 998

A. ARGENTINA

B, BOLIVIA

C, BRAZIL
D. CHILE

551.6
147.2
161 .6

440.5

638.8
176.2

515.0

144.4
282.3
606.7

939.6

210.6
383.8
759.1

723.1
205.6

620.6
904.6

919.5
266.8

618.4
801.9

949.9

208.9
627.2

1,230.4

191 .8

250.1

382.1

145.3

254.2

364.2
385.9
265.9

433.0

673.2
642.3
476.3

452.4

478.8

512.5

406.6
264.2
404.1

44.5

243.9

895.4
179.4

714.4

208.9 198.5 201.8 239.6 405.6 411.7 349.1

213.5 291.1 386.8 470.8 502.3 357.0 415.6

521.1 6A4.4 728.7 790.5 977.7 929.9 1.114.1

366.5 601.6 844.8 1,078.3 1,102.5 911.2 855.9

256.s 316.7 392.1 508.6 680.9 641.8 659.1

2,289j 3,087.0 3,666.1 4,863.2 5,997.1 7,480.8 8,640.7

E, COLOMBIA

F. COSTA BICA
G. CUBA
H. DOI\,4INICAN FEP

221.1

286.0

380.2
207.O

316.5

505.4

373.8
326.4

486.3

597.8

684.7
442.6

I. ECUADOR

J, EL SALVADOR
K, GUATEMALA
L. HAITI

115.0

129.3

347.5
87.7

166.6
187.2

286.6

94.4

196.8
224.O

305.6
106.7

246.1

276.2

379.2
96.7

440.8

289.5

500.s
96.5

418.3
251.5

386.4
71.8

M, HONDUFAS
N. t\4EXtCO

O. NICARAGUA

P PANAMA

174.2
239.8
169.9

366.5

197.6

356.1
206.5

221.4
449.3
258.5

426.6

242.9

629.7
388.8

672.8

277.9
919.7
287.5

831.3

224.2
877.1

156.0

840.9

Q. PARAGUAY

R. PERU

S. URUGUAY

T. VENEZUELA

1 940
1 950
1 960
1 970
1 980
1 990
1 998

SoUFCE; Calculated from table 84.

11.2

10.2
10.6
10.4
11.3

8.3
7.6

7.O

6.3
7.7

10.3

1 1.9

10.4

1 1.5
12.2
12.9
15.3

12.1

10.2

19.3
16.6
16.5
15.6

13.4
12.1

14.2

LATIN AMERICAl

UNITED STATES

Population weighted.

SOUBCE: Calculaled from lable 82

Table 85
W-R1 SERIES: LATIN AMERICA, BRAZIL, MEXICO,

ANO CHILE GDP/C-DER AS PERCENTAGE OF
u.s. GDP/C-DER, 1 940-98

Year Latin America Braz¡l Mexico Chile

region caused by the 1973 and 1979 Opec oil em-
bargoes against the United States. The embargoes
led to a slowing in the world's economic engine and
a reduction in demand on the part of industrial
countries for Latin America's raw materials. Decline
in Latin American exports led to the debt crisis that
plagued Latin America after L982.

Comparing GDP-DER and GDP-PPP

Some U.N. researchers argue that neither the
DER approach nor the PPP approach to converting
GDP into U.S. dollars can be applied in a theoreti-
cal1y pure or consistent way in many countries. It is
irnportant to point out, however, that the PPP ap-
proach overstates the size of many economies and
their ability to participate in world markets.

Indeed, the purchasing power pariry and the
dollar exchange rate methodologies compete in an

ironic way. PPP does not measure the comparable
size of economies as much as it measures implicitly
the domestic cost that citizens pay for goods and
services by reducing the distortions of dollar ex-
change rates. Thus, PPP, in our view, converts cur-
rencies not to "international dollars," as claimed by
its proponents, but to "domestic dollars," which in-
dicates how much the local currency purchases iz
each country.

the third highest GDP/C for Latin America in 1940
and the highest in 1998, GDP/C as a share of u.s.
GDP/C fell from 19.3 to 14.2 percent. In terms of
Latin American GDP/C as a share of U.S. GDP/C,
then, the economic gap widened for the whole of
Latin America and in Chile, but remained the same
{or Braztl and Mexico. Not only is this good news
for the latter two countries, but it also illustrates the
complexity of measuring the economic gap.

It is interesting to note that Latin America's to-
tal copzc remained nearly constant at about 10 to
11 percent of the U.S. figure from 1940 to 1980.
Only during the 1980s and 1990s did the gap widen
for the region. This decline followed the fivefold in-
crease in oil prices and the economic strain on the
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Country

Table 86
SIX COMPETING ECONOMIES MEASURED BY
GNP-DER,1,2 GDP-DEB,2 AND GDP.PPR3 1996

(M US and Per Capita US)

fine, thank you," and that there is no great need for
international assistance. Furthermore, the GDP-PPP

methodology cuts the total wealth o{Japan to 64.L

percent of coP-oBn
This "false" view of Japan portrayed in the

GDP/C-PPP data is implicitly explained byJim Mann
(Mann 2001; see also BaIl2001):

Watching each new American administra-
tion fumblingly try to deal with Japan reminds
me of the old song "Gee, Officer Krupke."

That was a dance number in "West Side
Story" in which a cop named Krupke hauls a kid
he's arrested before a series of specialists. Each
expert in turn comes up with a different explana-
tion of what the problem is. "The trouble is he's
crazy," says the judge. "The trouble is he drinks,"
retorts the psychiatrist. "The trouble is he's

growing," the shrink finally decides. "The trou-
ble is he's grown," counters the social worker.

So it is that the Bush administration, in its
first weeks in office, has offered its own fresh but
questionable diagnosis of the "trouble" with Ja-
pan's economy,

teasury Secretary Paul H. O'Neill said the

Japanese government needs to help its people
"achieve a higher standard of living." Under this
reasoning, if consumers buy more goods, Japan's
stagnant economy will start to grow again.

O'Neill's approach is a change from that of
the Clinton administration. Tieasury Secretaries
Robert E. Rubin and Lawrence Summers argued
that the "trouble" with Japan was that the gov-
ernment wasn't spending enough money to stim-
ulate its economy.

Under pressure from Clinton officials, Japan
went on a binge of public-works spending, con-
structing dams and bridges that were often un-
needed and which, in the end, didn't produce an
economic turnaround. Now, O'Neill says the
Bush team will stop prodding Japan in this way.

Over the past two decades, we've had a suc-
cession of other redefinitions of the "trouble"
with Japan.

The problem was the yen-dollar exchange
rate, thought the Reagan administration. No, the
first Bush administration said, we need to focus
on "structural impediments," the systemic prob-
lems that contributed to America's trade deficit
with Japan. No, Japan needs to buy more Amer-
ican cars and auto parts, thought the Clinton
team in 1993.

GNP-DEB1,2 GDP.DEB2 GDP-PPP

China
Total

Per Capita

Hong Kong

Total
Per Capita

Japan
Total
Per Capita

l\¡Extco
Total
Per Capita

Singapore
Total

Per Capita

United States
Total
Per Capita

906,079

1s4,288
24,290

5,1 49,1 85
40,940

7,831,200
29,500

823,253 3,390,000
2,800

777,300
8,100

750 668

115,191
18,255

1 63,600
28,600

4,442,177 2,850,000

35,404 22,700

341 ,718
3,670

329,447

3,553

92,987

30,555

91,296
25,290

72,200
21,200

7,813,200 7,813,200

29,433 29,433

1. Gross national product (GNP) is technically called "gross national income"

(GNl). See ll\y'F lFS, November 2000, p. xxiv, on this change in terminology

since the mid-1990s.
2. GNP comprises gross domestic product (GDP, or total of goods and seruices

produced lnslde a country, including exports) p/us net factor income sent tlack
to the country from labor, capital, royalty, and remittance earnings produced

outslde the country.

3. Although purchasing power parity (PPP) is supposed lo reveal internat¡onal
purchasing power (because it converts the number ol units in a country's

currency to the number of U.S. dollars-the world's reference currency-
required to purchase the same representative basket of na¿lonal goods and

services that a U.S. dollar would by in the United States), we do not think it does

so: rather, in our view, PPP reveals implicitly the purchasinq power of a

country's currency rslde a country by measuring how far a dollar goes for
internal purchases-not international purchasesi see discussion in the text. For

arquments supporting PPP (which does not include net foreign factor income or

deductions for depreciation of physical capital) instead of DER methodology,

see Maddison (1 995:1 62-1 63).

SOURCE: l\¡easurements are from Wilkie and Lazin (1999:307-359). Except

data for the United States are revised (totals) or calculated (per cap¡ta) from

lN.4F-lFS. Novembe.2000. p. 850

Measuring the size of a country's economy ac-
cording to outwardly oriented GNP and GDP com-
pared with inwardly oriented cop-ppp illustrates
the problems with the latter approach. Table 86
measures the production of goods and services
according to GNP-DE& GNP-Dtr& and Gop-pPP for
China, Hong Kong, Japan, Mexico Singapore, and
the United States for 1996. The data show the ex-
tent to which GDP-PPP overstates the size of some
economies, such as Mexico and China. Those who
know Mexico and China well would find it impos-
sible to imagine that the GDP/C-PPP of Mexico is
$8,100, or that of China is $2,800. The implications
are that the GDP-PPP approach may lead analysts to
believe that the developing countries are doing'just,
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O'Neill's remarks sparked a brief, fascinat-
ing debate in America about living standards in
Japan.

Some critics think he's dead wrong, because
the Japanese-despite a decade of low growth-
are living quite well indeed. People inJapan often
are paid as well as or better than Americans, dress
in expensive clothes and live longer, on average,
than do Americans.

"People like O'Neill . . . ought to be required
to go to department stores and shopping malls in
Japan on a Sunda¡ or to the evening clubs and
restaurants in Tokyo on a busy night," says Har-
vard Universify's Ezra Vogel, an Asia scholar.

"Japan is still one huge La Jolla," says
Chalmers Johnson, president of the nonprofi t Ja-
pan Policy Research Institute, referring to the
upscale Southern California town. "It's got the
highest standard of living on Earth."

Others respond that O'Neill was on target
because people in Japan live in tiny homes tñat
sometimes dont have dishwashers, dryers and
the other appliances that many Americans
have.

'Japan's standard ofliving is lower than ours,
but not so much lower that it shows up on the
streets of Tokyo," says Edward Lincoln, a spe-
cialist on the Japanese economy at the Brookiñgs
Institution. "They live in small houses and, in-
stead, they choose to spend their monev on
Gucci bags and Pierre Cardin clothing."

Itt not clear whar good it does for the U.S.
government to goad Japan to promote greater
spending on the few big items, like housing, that
consumerslack....

The largest question of al1is whyAmericans
feel so compelled to proclaim to Japan what its
"trouble" is. The answer seems to be embedded
in the post-World War II relationship between
the two countries.

"For the past 56 years, we fthe u.S.] have
been in the position of telling the Japanese what
to do-at first literally, during the [post-war] oc-
cupation," Lincoln says.

Of course, this is a two-way proposition. Ja-
pan also keeps asking each new U.S. administra-
tion for its advice and approval. Just like the guy
in the song:

"Gee, Officer Krupke, we're very upset. We
never had the love that every child oughta get.
We ain't no delinquents, we're misundersto-od.
Deep down inside us there is good!"

In fairness to O'Neill, what he seemed to be
trying to say, if somewhat awkwardly, was that

instead of telling Tokyo what to do, the U.S.
ought to leave it up to the Japanese to decide
whether they want greater economic growth.
That would be a welcome step toward treating
Japan like a normal nation.

Yet the Bush administration may have trou-
ble with this hands-off approach ifjapan's lag-
ging economy threatens to affect its neighbors
and the United Srates as it did three years ago.

"The current administration's views will last
until there is any sign of financial crisis," Johnson
says. 'Japan is the source of the capital that
comes into this country and keeps inflation low.
If that relationship ever sropped, the results
would be catastrophic."

In other words, America and Japan are so
dependent on one another that, even when they
try to change, the nations still keep falling back
into their customary roles. "Gee, Officer
Krupke" hasnt done its last curtain call.

Although there are drawbacks in using the GDp-ppp
methodolog¡ it is widely used and therefore an im-
portant tool for testing the theory of the widening
economic gap.

The GDP-PPP Series, Total and Per Capita

SALA Series

The SALA series on GDP-Ppp for Latin Amer-
ica and the United States (table B7) presents a much
more favorable picture of Latin America than the
W-R1 series (table B2). Measured according to the
SALA series, GDP for Latin America in 1940 was
fi40.4 billion compared with $31.7 billion according
to the W-R series. Likewise, GDp for 1998 was
fi41,8.7 billion (table 87) compared with ff324.2
(table 82).

Ironically, the growth rate for total GDp-ppp of
Latin America decreases for the fifty-eight-year pe-
riod, from 937 percent (table 87) to 922 percent (ta-
ble 82) because Latin America appears (in table B7)
to be better off in 1940.

In terms of relative position, according to the
SALA series in 1940 Latin America's GDp was 13.3
percent ofu.s. GDp-ppp (table B8), and according to
the W-R1 series the figure was 10.4 percenr (table
B3). For 1998, the figures are 1.7.7 percenr (table
B8) and 13.7 percent (table 83), respectively.

In per capita terms, the SALA series (table B10)
shows that in 1940 Latin America's GDp/C-ppp was
14.3 percent of U.S. GDP/C, while the W-R1 series
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Table 87
SALA SEBIES: GDP-PPB 20 L AND UNITED STATES, 1940-98

(M US 1e70)

Country 1 940 1 950 1 960 1 970 1 980 1 990 1 998

A, AFGENTINA
B. BOLIVIA

C- BRAZIL
D. CHILE

10,048.0

523.0
I.O24.0
2,495.0

14,018.0
698.0

12,309.0

3,499.0

18,789.0
726.O

23,774.O
5,147.0

28,686.0
1,269.0

42,885.0
7,961.0

E. COLOIVIBIA
F COSTA RICA
G, CUBA
H, DON,,IINICAN FEP

3,013.0
202.0

1,639.0

294.O

4,325.0
298.O

2,095.0

533.0

I. ECUADOR

J, EL SALVADOR
K, GUATEMALA
L. HAITI

424.O

310.0
840.0

31 1.0

796.0

512.O

885.0
401.0

2,190.0

1,397.0
2,1 96.0

514.0

IV1. HONDURAS
N. rllEX|CO

O. NICARAGUA
P PANAMA

6,768.0
593.0

2.713.O

929.0

1.281.0

807.0
1,286.0

484.0

11,217.O
1 ,139.0
3,196.0
1,523.0

33,380.0
1,966.0

90,592.0
10,008.0

1 9,354.0
1,973.0

6,243.0
2,97A.O

27,117 .0

2,188.0
7,278.O

3,648.0

6,408.0
1,860.0
3,906.0

584.0

2,563.0
9,700.0

3,563.0
1 9,794.0

30,240.4
1,777.0

108,469.0

13,263.0

44,110.7

2,187.0
125,623.6

20,414.2

31,870.9
2,395.5

5,926.5
4,849.0

307,497.O

1,365,903.3

350,896.4

1,869,522.5

7,390.6

2,344.O
4,796.7

443.5

1,603.2
1 18,321 .8

818.9
3,061.5

418,726.5

2,367,791 .O

5,344.0
1,920.0

3,806.0
606.0

229.0 323.0 468.0 7s3.0
6,632.0 12,926.0 22,A02.O 44,934.0

1 54.0 239.0 398.0 777.0

299.0 371.0 595.0 1 ,266.0

o. PARAGUAY 342.0 410.0 521.0 813.0

Ft. PERU 1 .797.0 2,923.0 4,882.0 7,977.0

s. UBUGUAY 1.273.0 1 .867.0 2,295.0 2.676.0

T. VENEZUELA 1,528.0 3.360.0 6,978.0 12,457.0

LATTN AMERICA 40,377 .O 62,788.0 102,236.0 175,806.0

UN|TED SfATES 303,507.5 470,063.2 662,397.2 997,205.0

SOUBCE: Through 1980 irom ECLA (see SALA, 26-3324); thereafter calculated by SALA

with ECLA percentage change rates in SALA, 32-3401 and ECLAC-SY Latin America

totals are corected here to include Cuba's GDP-PPP Thorp's per capita data for Cuba

are converted here to total data (GDP/C x population - GDP).

1,172.0

90,185.0

857.0
2,144.O

1,424.0

104,100.0
758.0

2,256.0

1,885.0
10,947.0

3,528.0
18,609.0

2,689.6
12,981.5

4,543.8
22,354.0

1 940
1 950
1 960
1 970
1 980
1 990
1 998

SOUBCE: Calculated lrom table 87

13.3
13.3

15.4
17.6

18.7
17.7

2.1

3.4

6.6

5.6

5.0

Table B8

SALA SERIES: LATIN AMERICA, BRAZIL, MEXICO, AND
CHILE GDP-PPP AS PERCENTAGE OF

u.s. GoP-PPR 1940-98

Year Latin America Etazil Mexico Chile

Thorp Series, 1950-95

At the invitation of the Inter-American Devel-
opment Bank (Ios) to mark the end of the twentieth
century, Rosemary Thorp undertook to write a his-
tory of the Latin American economies from 1900 to
1995. She established working groups, consultan-
cies, and an advisory group to develop the study
(Thorp 1,998). Her long-term series, however, is

complete for all twenty Latin American countries
only since 1950, showing data in terms of copz
C-PPP at ten-year intervals except for L990-95.
Thorp includes careful explanations of the method-
ology and a review ofthe literature. She uses three-
year ayer^ges for each date in order to reduce the
problem of fluctuations in data.

Like Maddison, discussed below, Thorp en-
counters the problem of assuring that "realify" can
be determined. In fact, perceptions of realit1,, com-
ing mainly from each year's data (rather than three-
yeaf ayerages) on GDP, its components, and the pre-
vailing exchange rate, provide the information upon
which leaders and investors base their decisions.
Those decisions, regardless of "reality," interact with
history and change its course. Thus, although Thorp
brilliantlv analyzes underlying economic trends,
they seem to happen almost passively, without

2.6

3.6
4.3

6.6

5.8

,8

,7

,8

.8

.7

.7

.9

(table 85) shows 1.L.2 percent. For 1998 the respec-

tive figures were9.9 percent and7.6 percent.
Table B10 also shows some contrasts for indi-

vidual country data. From 1,940 to L998, as a per-
centage of U.S. GDP/C-PPP Braztl narrowed the gap
by .3 percent, standing at about 9 percent of U.S.

GDP-PPP by 1.998. In Mexico and Chile the gap
widened; Mexico fell by .4 percent of the U.S. total
but still remained at about L4 percent in 1998. In
Chile the gap increased by 5.6 percent, remaining at
15.9 tn 1.998.

Let us now turn to yet another, less bleak, pic-
ture of Latin America GDP/C in relation to the
United States, that developed by Rosemary Thorp.
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Table 89
SALA SERIES: GDP/C-PPB 20 L AND UNITED STATES, 1940-98

(us 1e70)

Country 1 940 1 950 1 960 1 970 1 980 1 990 1 998

A. ABGENTINA
B. BOLIVIA

C. BRAZIL
D, CHILE

709.1

193.7

195.2
493.1

821.2

231.9
235.9
576.4

943.2
1 90.1

341.0
679.0

1,207.B
277.1

849.6

1,182.0

351 .1

746.9
897.6

929.6
270.5
749.5

1 ,012.4

1,221 .1

274.9
757.4

1,377.1

331.1

325.8

382.1

167.0

E, COLON,4BIA

F, COSTA RICA

G. CUBA
H. DOI\,IINICAN REP

381.7

380.2
237.9

438.9

474.4

385.9
305.6

546.4
658.4

373.8

747.5

876.9
642.3
547.4

ECUADOR
EL SALVADOR
GUATE¡.4ALA

HAITI

244.8
275.3
314.9
1 18.3

253.8

329.4
335.8
133.7

367.4
406.1

416.7
121.2

658 1

425 7

550.0
121.O

607.0
388.6
444.1

55.8

171 .7

1 90.2
381.8
109.9

[,4. HONDUBAS
N, MEXICO

O. NICAHAGUA

P PANAMA

199.1

337.5
1 85.5
482.3

225.9
501.2
225.5
463.8

253.0

632.5
282.3

277.7

886.4
424.6
885.3

317.6
1,294.6

313.9
1,093.9

260.8
1,234.7

170.4
1 ,106.4

t.

J,

K,

L.

839.5

774.6

684.7
508.8

624.6
369.8
424.6

90.0

278.7
1,260.4

195.9

940.0

781 .1

623.7

533.2
589.0

51 5.1

523.5
1,381.5

961.8

O. PARAGUAY

R, PEBU

S. URUGUAY
T. VENEZUELA

308.1

269.0

646.2
411 9

292.9

366.8

848.6
676.1

297.7
487.2

903.5
949.4

353.5
593.1

980.2
1,211.8

598.4

632.8
1,212.4
1,238.9

607.3
449.7

1,153.1
1,024.O

LATIN AN,4EBICAl

UNITED STATES

1. Population weighted

SOUBCE: Calculated from table 87

Table 810

SALA SERIES: LATIN AMERICA, BRAZIL, MEXICO, AND
CHILE GDP/C.PPP AS PERCENTAGE OF

u.s. GDP/C-PPB 1940-98

326.5 404.8 501.0 652.7 877.2 829.6 851.4

2,289.1 3,087.0 3.666.1 4,863.2 5,997.1 7,480.8 8,640.7

1995 \twas lower in proportion to that of the United
States (Thorp's proxy for the industrial countries)
than a century ago. Yet when we examine the per-
centages given in tableB1.2, that assertion does not
stand up. Thorp does not give total GDP-PPP for the
first half century, but in 1950 Latin America's Gop-
PPP/C as a percentage of U.S. GDP/C-PPP was 11.9
percent and in 1995 it was 11.4 percent of the U.S.

figure-revealing a steady relationship, except for
the temporary increase in 1980 to 14.0 percent. Bra-
zil's CopZC as a percentage of U.S. GDP/C rose dra-
matically frorn 6.5 to 10.4 percent, ciimbing to 72.3
percent during the 1980 boom. The relationship, in
per capita terms, for Mexico and Chile remained
fairly stable over the fortv-five-year period; as in
Brazll, the percentages increased in 1980 to 18.4 for
Mexico andL5.2 percent for Chile. Bv 1995 Mexico
and Brazil stood at approximately 1.4 and 18 per-
cent, respectivel¡ only a slight increase since 1950.
So where is the evidence for the IDB's claim of a wid-
ening economic gap?

Although the IDB has chosen to emphasize
that Latin America's share of world trade has been
halved since 1900, Thorp gives no systematic data to
support that assertion l-ror does her study note that
all countries have lost market share since 1950. Af-
ter World War II and the end of the Cold War,
the number of competing countries has grown

Year Latin America Brazil Mexico Chrle

1 940
1 950
1 960
1970
1 980
1 990
1 998

14.3

13.1

13.4
14.6

11.1

9.3
9.5

10.0

8.8

8.5
7.6

14.7

16.2
17.2
14.2
21.6

16.8
14.3

21.5
18.7

18.5
17.5
15.0
13.5
15.9

SOURCE: Calculaled from lable 89.

attribution to leaders, investors, and organized civic
groups or even labor unions. A sequel, with discus-
sion of the active role played by governments, lead-
ers, and people, would be a welcome companion to
the 1998 book.

Because Thorp does not include her data on
GDP-PPP, let us proceed directly to analysis of her
view of GDP per capita, which she gives in dollars of
1970 (table B11). Her data suggest that the absolute
economic gap between Latin America and the
United States widened (according to our calcula-
tions) from $2,905 to $6,863.

Furthermore, the lDB announces with some
fanfare in the description of the srudy on the back
cover of the book that although per capita income in
Latin America increased fivefold sirrce 1900, in
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Table 81 1

THORP SERIES: GDP/C-PPB 20 L AND UNÍTED STATES, 1950-95
(US 1970, Three-Year Averages)

Country 1 950 1 960 1 970 1980 1 990 1 995

A. ARGENTINA
B, BOLIVIA
C. BRAZIL
D, CHILE

773

261
215
576

1,191

294
4s0
851

1,377

352

959

1,147
289
788

1,098

852
215
324
679

536

655

674

884
649

543

542
409

514
157

307
1,1 63

314
1 ,098

884

6,301

749
808

686
509

520

447
118

1,402
310
809

1,392

549

475

294
1,090

175
1,099

879

7,742

E. COLO¡,4B¡A
F. COSTA RICA

G. CUBAI
H. DOI\,4INICAN REP

360
371

380
244

420
469

390
298

856
880
480

545

I, ECUADOR
J, EL SALVADOH

K, GUATEI\¡ALA
L, HAITI

28s
329

120

407

419
121

l\il. HONDURAS
N. N/EXTCO

O, NICARAGUA

P PANAMA

227
458
219
457

276

1,1 07
193

943

230
274

309
129

429

85

237

611

288
561

302
485

915
1,128

otJ
971

1,328

2AO

879
426

492

295
370
864
974

LATIN AI\,4ERICA 394

UNITED STATES 3,299

1 . Cuba data are in U.S. dollars of 1 965.

a. For six countries, 1900-40, see table 835.

SOURCE: Thorp, p.353.

Table 812

THORP SERIES: LATIN AMERICA, BRAZIL, MEXICO, AND
CHILE GDP/C-PPP AS PERCENTAGE OF

u.s. GDP/C-PPB 1950-95

Year Latin America Brazil Mexico Chile

Maddison Series, 1820-1994

To further test the nature of the economic gap,
we turn to the work of Angus Maddison (1995).
Maddison publishes data for the period from 1820
through 1.994 from which he extrapolates the total
for Latin America based on seven countries: Argen-
tina, Braz\\, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Peru, Vene-
ztela. Although the sample falls well short of the
twenty countries used in our study, it did account for
76 percent of the population of Latin America in
1.820,83 percent in 1900, and 84 percent in 1990. In
economic terms, the sample totaled 82 percent of
Latin America's Gop in 1.940 and 89 percent of Cop
in 1998. The sample constitutes a reiatively consis-
tent proxy for Latin America.

Maddison's sample of data on U.S. and Latin
American GDP-PPP is presented in table 813 (1990
dollars) and table B14 (converted to percentage
share of U.S. GDP). While LatinAmerica's GDP-PPP
was almost 91 percent of the U.S. figure in 1820, this
percentage decreased to 77.9 percent in L900, in-
creased to 22.8 percent in 1950, and increased fur-
ther still to 35.4 percent in 1.994. The improvement
since 1900 can be attributed to the fact that GDP-
PPP of the seven Latin American countries in the
sample grew at an anmalized rate of 3.9 percent

O, PARAGUAY

R, PEHU

S, URUGUAY
T. VENEZUELA

619
702

1,1 56
1,533

563
497

1,1 55
1,24A

559
562

1,351

1,248

487

3,844

649

5,1 53

837

7,379

1 950
1 960
1 970
1 980
1 990
1 995

11.9

12.7
12.6
14.0
11.3
11.4

6.5
8.4
8.7
12.3
10.7
10.4

13.9
15.9
17.1

18.4
15.0
14.1

17.5
17.7
16.5
15.2

14.9
17.9

SOURCE: Calculated from table 81 1 . For previous years, see table 835.

remarkably, and the United States has also seen its
share of world trade reduced as well.

An examination of trade data in SALA, 37-
2601 shows that in 1950 Latin America's exports ac-
counted for 10.9 percent ofworld exports compared
with the U.S. total of 16.9 percent. The totals for
1995 were 3.6 percent and 11.5 percent, respectively.
It is within these general declines in shares that we
can see Latin America's exports falling from 64.5 to
31.3 percent of U.S exports. Here we find decline by
half, but not in Thorp.

If Thorp's data do not depict the elusive gap in
GDP between Latin America and the United States,
then perhaps Angus Maddison's data, the longest
series yet developed, will do so.
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Table 813
MADDISON SERIES: GDP-PPB 7 L AND UNITED STATES, 1B2O-1994

(M US 1990)1

Country 1420 1 900 1 938 1 950 1 994

A, ARGENTINA

C, BFAZIL
D, CHILE
E, COLOI\¡BIA

3,018

5,066

12,932
12,668

5798
3,891

15,744

3,096
2,087

55,883

50,970
15,430
16,038

85,524
86,909
23,274
24,955

282,408
787,009
108,220
184,928

N, MEXICO
R, PERU
I VENEZUELA

29,951
1 0,705
15,015

57,069
17,270

474,202
76,309

181 ,316

LATIN AMERICA2

UNITED STATES

Table B14

MADDISON SERIES: LATIN AMER|CA, BBAZ|L,
MEXICO, AND CHILE GDP.PPP

AS PERCENTAGE OF U.S. GDP.PPP, 1820-1994

Year Latin America Chile

11,264

12,432

56,216 193,991 332,379 2,091,392

312,866 800,295 1,457,624 5,903,015

1. Called "Geary-Khamis Dollars;" see Madd¡son (1995:163).
2. ProxytotalforLatinAmericaisbaseduponthetrendforthesevencountriesl¡sted.

l\y'add¡son adjusted the data to impute the vatue of the informal sector if not imputed
by national source.

SOUFCE: Maddison (1 995:1 66, 1 82-1 83, 1 8B-1 89, 222-223).

Table B15

MADDISON SERIES: GDP/C-PPB 7 L AND
UNITED STATES, I820-1994

Country 1820 1900 1938 1950 1994
Brazil l\.4exico

1820
1 900
1 938
1 950
1 994

90.6
17.9
24.2

22.8

35.4

24.3
4.O

6.4

13.3

40.7

5.1

3.7
3.9

8.0

A, ABGENTINA
C, BRAZIL
D, CHILE
E, COLON¡BIA

4,072
1,291
3,139
1,843

670

,u:

715

1,247

2,756
704

1,949

973

4,9A7
1,673
3,A27
2,089

4,862
7,764
5,359

5,098

3,232
8,389

.8

.6

.8

SOUHCE: Calculated from tabte 813.

N, MEXICO
R. PERIJ

S. VENEZUELA

1,157

817
821

1,380

1,757
4,144

2,085
2.263
7,424

LAfIN AMERICAl

UNITED STATES

1,134 1,975 2,614 5.479

4,096 6,134 9,573 22,569from 1900 to 1992, compared to 3.2 percenr for the
United States (table 829). If Maddison's data are
correct, in the nineteenth century Latin America ei-
ther suffered a terrible economic collapse after inde-
pendence, as many surmise, or stopped growing
while the United States economy grew dramatically.
Some combination of the two hypotheses is likely.
Recovering from a disastrous nineteenth century,
since 1900 Latin America's GDp as a percentage of
U.S. GDP almost doubled, Brazll's tripled, Mexico's
grew from 5 to 8 percent, and Chile's share remained
steady at about 2 percent (table B14).

Tirrning to Maddison's per capita data (table
B15) allows us to calculate GDp/C-ppp (table B16) to
see the extent to which population has eaten away at
the total GDP-ppp available in Latin America. A
comparison of Maddison's data for U.S. and Latin
American GDP/C confirms the trend since 1940
shown byThorp's data (table Bl2): animprovement
in comparative terms in GDp/C-ppp from 1940 to
1980, followed by a slight decline through the
1990s.

Using Maddison's data to examine the entire
century, however, shows that Latin Americat GOp/

1 . Total Latin America for 1 994 calculated by adding ¡,4addison,s country totals and dividing
by the total for his population data (Niladdison 1 995:1 06- 1 07, 1 12-1 1 g, 21 O-21 1).

SOURCE: Maddison (1 995: 1 96-1 97, 202-203).

Table 816
MADDISON SERIES: LATIN AMERtCA, BRAZ|L, MEXtCO,

AND CHILE GDP/C-PPP AS PERCENTAGE OF
u.s. GDP/C-PPP. 1 820-1 994

Year Latin America Btazil Mexico Chile

1 820
1 900
1 938
1 950
1 994

55.6
27.64

32.2

24.3

52.1

17.2
21.O

17.5

21.5

59.1

2A.2

22.5
21.8
22.6

47.6

51.2

34.4

a. Thorp gives 12.5 percent (see table 836, here¡n).

SOURCE: Calculated from table 815.

C-PPP relative to the United States has remained
fairly constant, ranging from23 to 30 percent of u.s.
GDP/C. Latin American GDP/C has increased and
decreased, relative to the United States, several
times over the century, while remaining in a fairly
consistent range (table 816). In 1900 Latin Amer-
ica's GDP/C-PPP was 27.6 percent of the U.S. total,
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increasing to 32.2 percent in 1938, ther-r declining to
24.3 percent in 1991.

Therefure, Latin An-rerica's copzc fbr the en-
tire century (through 1994) improved in relative
terms during the first eighty years, but from 1900
through 1994 it declined slightly. Although this is
a siight overall decrease, it is hardly a "widening
gap." As tire comparison ¿rbove demonstr¿tes, Latin
Americ¿rn CDP/C as n percentage of tl-re U.S. fisure
has alternately increasecl and decreased, yet has re-
mained in a fáirly constant range relative to the
United States over the course of the twentieth
century.

Frorn 1900 th«rush 1992 Latin America's
GDP/C-PPP grew at irln.rost the same plce as U.S.

GDP/C, irveraging 1.7 percent annuallv compared to
the U.S. r¿te of 1.8 percent, a fairly constant position
(table B30). The true widening gap in GDP/C was
cvident irr the nineteenth century (as rvirs the case

with GDP) when L;rtin Americis CDP/C grew at ¿r

paltry .6 percent on an annualizcd basis, while the
U.S. annualized ratc was 1.5 percent. The diffcrence
in growth rates re sulted in a real widening gap in the
nineteenth century when GDP/C-PPP in Latin
Amcrica, rel¿tive to the United States, decreased
from 55.6 percent in 1820 to 27.6 percent in 1900
(table B16).

Angus Maddison's data (table 826) show, with
respect to GDP relativc to the United States, that
Latin Americ¿r has improvcd its condition cluring
the tr,ventieth centurr'. In GDI'/C terms (table B28),
although declining slightl¡ Latin America has

maintained a fairlv consiste nt position relative to the
United St¿tes over the century. Even a slight de-
cline, hor,r,ever, is an important achievement given
the strensth of the LI.S. economy sir-rce 1900. In the
meantime Eastern Europe and Africa experienced a

disastrous decline in GDP/C in comprrison with the
United Stirtes (table 828), while Europe maintained
a fairly cor-rsistent positior-r.

\\¡-R2 IMF Implicit Series, 1950-98

The following section develops what we call
the \A,¡-R2 series, which is birsed on INIF inrplicit data
for GDP-DEI{ and GDP/C-DER We m,rke calc,.rla-

tions in current U.S. dollars from INIF data, which
INIF itself does not make. Although the absolute
data for tl-re \\¡-R2 series do not discount inflation
(and thus are misleading for comparisons over time),
the results irre ercellent for calculating Lirtir-r Amer-

ica's share ofu.s. totals for a given year. The percent-
age for specific years is not irffccted by inflation and
is "accurate" fbr determining rvhat each country can
actually buy and earn in international markets,
which are dollar dominated.

The INIF is "prevented" from making such con-
versions bec¿rnse of understandings and agreements
lvith its merrber nations tl-rat it will not rnitke its
or,vn jridgments about GDP and GDP/C values but
will use data provided to it by the ÉJovernments con-
cerned. ECLA has taken the same position in presen-
tations of its Got'-PPP data since the 1980s; such
presentations focus on percentage change rather
than absolute dirtir, which are needed to understand
the relative size of economies. Neither the IN{F nor
ECLA is permitted to make, at least officially or in
print, the calculations presented here to test the ex-
tent to which Latin America's economy is converg-
ing with that of the United St21tes.

Table 817 gives our calculations of GDP-DER
for the W-R2 series, excluding Cuba (not an IN'IF

member country). Clearly, the totals are affected by
inflation.

The dat¿r in table 818, however, enable us to
calculate tl-re "gap" behveen Latin America and the
United States and to sce that it dramatically nar-
rowed for specific years from 1950 to 1998, espe-
cially by 1980 when Latin America GDP-DER
reached more than 30 percent of the U.S. total. By
1990 Latin Arnerica GDP-DER had decre'¡sed to ai-
most 19 pcrcent. Chile's percentage decreased by
half, while Brazll experienced little decline between
1980 and 1990 (remaining at nearly 8 percent dur-
ing the "lost decade"). Mexico fared less well-from
1980 to 1990 its GDP-DER fell from 6.9 perccnt of
the U.S. tot¿rl to about 4.5 in the 1990s.

Table B19 gives our c¿rlculations of GDP/C-DER
for the \&LR2 series. Again the data are heavily influ-
enced by inflation and are not important in them-
selves except to calculate (table 820) pcr.,entage
shares r.is-i-r,is the United States.

Table B20 shows Latin America's GDP/C-DEII
relative to the United States: 1-6.8 percent in 1950,
19.6 percent in 1980, and hovering in the 11,-12
percent range in other years. Brazil's problems came
in 1960 when GDPiC as a percentage of the U.S. fig-
ure fell to 8.3 percent, increasing only sliehtly to 9.0
percent by 1.970. Meanwhile, Mexico's share gained
steadily, reaching 22.7 perccnt in 1980, after which
it fell to about 13.6 percent in the 1990s. Chile's de-
cline came in 1960 when the percentage decreirsed
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Country

Table B17

W-R2 SERIES: GDP-DER, 20 L AND UNITED STATES, 1950-981
(Calculated from IMF Data ¡n Current Dollars)

1 950 1 960 1 970 1 980 r 990 1 998

A, ARGENTINA
B. BOLÍ VIA

C. BHAZIL
D. CHILE

23,736.2

1,041.2
42,324.3

8,726.8

209,018.3

236,296.2
27.571.0

141 ,353.3
4.867.5

465,003.0

298,280.1

8,570.6
775,354.2

72,949.5

1 3,700
77

14,82A

3.31 5

1 2,1 68

17,O24
4,066

4.010
258

E. COLOI¡BtA
F. COSTA FICA
G. CUBA
H, DOI\i]ICAN REP

4,031
509

7,1 98.9

984.8

33,399.3
4,831 .4

40,274.2

5,709.2

7,073.7

1 00.539.0
10,479.1

15,845.7

5,371 .4

414,970.8

2,122.8
9,1 43.8

I. ECUADOR

J. EL SALVADOR
K. GUATEI/]ALA
L. HAITI

1,614.2
1,028.6
1,904.0

410.9

1 1,733.5

3.566.6
t,879.4
1,383.8

1 0,686.0
4,544.0

7.650.2
2,982.0

19,722.7
1 1 ,863.4
18,941 .9

3,522.4

M. HONDURAS
N, MEXICO

O. NICAFAGUA
P PANAMA

226
4,800

151

257

723.O

35,544.0
772.6

1 ,016.3

3,048.9
262,709.9

1,565.0

5,313.2

399

483

405
645
222

943
559

1,O44

273

336

2,472

416

1,485.5 6,630.7

2,566.0
194,762.8

2,066.7
3,810.3

4,448.1

20,806.3
1 0,1 63.0
59,219.6

O, PARAGUAY

R. PERU

S, UFTUGUAY

T, VENEZUELA

291
1,013

882
3,150

594.6

6,219.6
2,423.4

1 1,755.1

280
1,957

1,200
7,664

5,264.6
33,914.2

8,366.1
48,597.8

8,504.8
62,744.7
20,831.5
95,022.8

LATIN A¡\,4ERICA 49.112 66,385 149,564 845,165 1,089.246 1.954,781

UNITED STATES

1. Ca)culated lrom IMF rmpjjc¡t data.

SOUBCE: Calculated by convert¡n9 natjonaJ GDP series with IMF exchange rale data
(yearly averages) in IMF-lFS, CD-FOIV], 1999.

287,000 s27,400 1,039,700 2,795,600 5,803,200 8,759,900

Table 818
W-R2 SERIES: LATIN AMERICA, BRAZIL, MEXICO,

AND CHILE GDP-DER AS PEBCENTAGE OF
U.S. GDP-DER, 1950-98

Year Latin Americal

Measuring the United States-Latin America
Economic "Gap": A Comparison of

Seven Approaches

The seven GDP series examined above are Jolly
(for GDP/C only), W-R1, SALA, Maddison (7995),
Thorp, w-R2, and summary totals in the N1[oreno-
Pérez series (discussed in detail below).

The data in table 821 show that by the middle
or late 1990s the GDP "gap" had narrowed according
to slx series after 1950, but not since 1980 in any of
them. The Maddison series, the most optimistic
view, puts Latin America's Cop afler 1990 

^t 
35.4

percent of u.s. GDP, rnuch higher than in the Thorp
(20.3 percent) or Moreno-Pérez (24.9 percent) data.
The lowest percentage by the late 1990s appears in
the W-R1 series (13.7 percent), much lower than the
SALA series (17.7 percent). In the middle range is
thc W-R2 series, in which Latin America GDP is 22.3
percent of the U.S total.

The per capita figures in table B22let us corn-
pare the widening gap in all series between 1938 and
the middle or late 1990s. The Maddison data not
only show tlre most change (from 32.L percent to
24.3 percent of u.s. GDP/C, which is the highest

Brazil lvlexico Chile

1 950
1 960
1 970
1980
1 990
1 998

17.1

12.6

14.4

18.8

22.3

5.1

3.2

4.O

8.4

8.0
8,8

t.b
2.3
3.4
6.9
4.5
4.7

,1

.7

,B

,9

,5

,B

1. Excludes Cuba.

SOURCE: Calculated from table B17

from28.9 in 1950 to 18.3 in 1960. By 1990 Chile's
GDP/C in relation to the United States had fallen to
10.0 percent, but increased to 15.3 by 1998.

The last GDP series to be considered was devel-
oped byJuan N4oreno-Pérez (1,995).It is included in
this study because it enables us to examine the result
of changing the base year for calculating change.
The series is also important because it includes data
for Cuba. F'or the purposes of the analysis here, we
include only his totals in the comparative tables that
follow. (See Appendixes C and D for the complete
Moreno-Pérez GDP and G»Pzc data.)

I-
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Table 819

W-R2 SERIES: GDP/C-DER, 20 L AND UNITED STATES, 1950-98
(Calculated from IMF Data ¡n Current Dollars)

1 950 1 960 1 970 1980 1 990 1998

A. ARGENTINA
B. BOLIVIA

C, BFIAZIL

D, CHILE

802.6
25.5

2A4.2

546.1

610 8

98.7
244.2

536.4

999.4

227.3
457.5

931.4

E. COLOI\,4BIA

F, COSTA RICA
G. CUBA
H, DOMINICAN BEP

353.9
321.9

261 .4 350.7

407.6 569.3

4,345.3
740.9

3.213.1
2,314.7

1,290.0

2,147.3

1,246.9

2,031.8
2,464.0
2.72A.2

7,401 .5

895.0
1,948.2
2,472.7

8,257.3
1 _O77.1

4,675.O
4,921.0

178.3 240.8 365.9 1,218.9 986.6 1,924.9

I, ECUADOR

J, EL SALVADOB
K- GUATEI\,IALA
L, HAITI

150.9

217.9

229.5
65.5

I\,1, HONDURAS
N. I\¡EXICO

O, NICARAGUA

P PANAMA

A, PARAGUAY

R, PERU

S, UBUGUAY
r, VENEZUELA

207 .7

127.1

400.9

633.9

216.2 280.9 1,445.0 1,041.5

228.1 299.0 790.8 903.4
272.5 361 .3 1 ,138.6 831 .5

75.5 96.9 276.2 459.5

158.0 181 .4 273.9 695.4 596.7
186.1 346.0 701.2 2.795.9 3,180.9
142.5 236.7 422.2 757.0 404.4
321.0 392.3 710.7 1,944.0 2,213.A

1,619.9

1,966.7
1 ,753.7

443.0

873.8
4,330.2

441 .6

3,304.6

195.3
472.4

1,442.7

2s8.5
462.4

887.7
1,143.5

1,412.1

1 ,202 7
3,492.4
3,942.7

1,247.5

1,572.3

2.707.5
2,514.1

1,628.6

2.530.3
6,333.7
4,088.4

LATIN AI\,4EF]ICA

UNITED STATES

Table B20

W-R2 SERIES: LAÍIN AMERICA, BRAZIL, MEXICO,
CHILE GDP/C.DER AS PEBCENTAGE OF

U.S. GDP/C.DER, 1 950-98

316.7 325.3 555.3 2,410.9 2,575.1 3,974.7

1.884.8 2,919.0 5,070.5 12,274.3 23,221.2 31.967.2

SOUBCE: Calculated lrom table B18 with IMF population data in SALA, 35 501 to 521 and
lFt\,4-tFS-Y 1999.

SOURCE; Calculated from table 819.

GDP/C figure in re1¿rtion to the United States), but
the 24.3 figure for 1994 is approximately what Jolly
had projected the gap would be at the end of the
rwentieth century. The SALA series (9.9 percent)
and the W-R1 series also show a widening economic
gap by L998, the latter yieldirrg the lorvest percent-
age among all the series (7.6 percent).

The data for Latin America GDPiC in the late
1990s in the remaining three series (Thorp,
Moreno-PéÍez, and w-R2) are in the middle ranÉJe,

11.4,13.9,md12.4 percent of the U.S. total, respec-
tively. Since the only series that we can cary for-
ward into the nventy-first century is W-R2, this rnay
be the best one to use to measure long-term eco-
nomic gap. Perhaps it is also the fairest method,
since it shorvs (tzrble P22) Latin America GDP/C as a

percentage of u.s. GDp/c to be 12.4 percenr, be-
t\,veen the two extremes-Jollv (23.8 percent) and
W-R1 (7.6 percent).

Before making this detennination, howeve¡ it
is important to note (1) factors such as population
and base year that affect estimates and (2) the impli-
cations of the Maddison series, the series that goes
back further than any ofthe others, to 1820.

Economic "Gaps" between World Regions
since 1820

Of the series presented, only Maddison enables
comparisons between countries and regions since
1820 and analyses of the extent of an economic gap
among rich countries as a ref-erence point for assess-

ing Latin America's economy relative to the U.S.

economy. Table B23 illustrates the econornic gap be-
tween the United Kingdom and the United States. In
1820 u.s. GDP-PPP was only 36 percent of the
United Kingdom's. Bv 1870, however, U.S. GDP ex-
ceeded United Kingdom GDP by $2.7 billion. In
1900 GDP-I'PP in the United Kingdom was only
56.4 percent of the U.S. total, a percentage that de-
clined to 35.5 percent by 1938 and to 16.3 percent
l:y 7994.

With respect to GDP/C-PpP (table 824), the
United States did not close the per capita econornic

Year Latin Americal Beztl Mexico Chile

1 950
'1960

r 970
1 980
1 990
1 998

16.8

11.1

1 1.0
19.6
11.1

12.4

15.1

9.0
I5.ó
13.8

14.6

28.9
18.3
18.3
20.1

10.0
15.3

9.8
1 1.8

13.8

22.7
13.6
13.5

1. Excludes Cuba.
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Table 821

COMPARATIVE VIEWS OF LATIN AMERICA GDP AS PERCENTAGE OF
U.S. GDB BY SERIES AND BASE YEAB, f938-2OOO

Year

Jollyl
(1 e60)

w-R12
(1 e70)

SALA3
(1 970)

l\¡addison3
(1 ee0)

I horpJ
(1 e70)

l\,4oreno-Pérez4

(1 980)

W-R22
(Cutrent)

1 938
1 940
1 950
1 960
1 970
1 980
1 990
1 994
1 995
1 998
2000

10.4
10.4

12.1

13.7
17.4

14.5

13.3
13.4

15.4
17.6

22.5
18.8

22.8

30.1

38.9

35.4

12.4
14.7

16.8
21.6

19.6

14.9
15.1

17.8
20.5

27.O

23.6

7.1

14.4

18.8
22.1

22.6
22.3

24.2

13.7 17.7

I\¡addison3
(1 9eo)

24.94

N,4oreno-Pérez4

(1 e80)

1. Share of GDP-DEB in developingcountries. notcaculated by Joliy.
2. DEB method.

3. PPP method: calculated using Thorp GDP/C and Thorp population data.
4. PPP method: Juan lvloreno-Pérez data from Appendix C, herein.

a. Extrapolated usinq ECLA data.

SOURCE: Tables 83, 88. 812, 814, B1B: lN¡F-lFS.

Table 822

COMPARATIVE VIEWS OF LATIN AMERICA GDP/C AS PERCENTAGE OF
U.S. GDP/C, BY SERIES AND BASE YEAR, 1938-2OOO

Year
Jollyr

(1 e60)
W-R12
(1 e70)

SALA3
(1970)

Thorp3
(1970)

W'F22
(Cutrent)

1 938
1 940
1 950
1 960
1 970
1 980
1 990
1 994
1 995
1 998
2000

11 .2

14.2

10.6
10.4
11.3

8.3
30.9
23.5

24.3

ri g

14.8

15.6

17.5
13.5

16.8
11.1

11.0
19.6
11.1

12.9
13.2
12.4

,i,
12.7

12.6

14.O

1 1.3

11 4

29.0
21.3

14.3
13.1

13.7
13.4

14.6
11.1

7.6 9.9 13.94

23.8

Share of GDP-DER in developing countries. calculated from f gure B1 .

DER method.

PPP method: calculated using Thorp GDP/C and Thorp population data.
PPP method: Juan ¡loreno-Pérez data calculated from Appendix D. herein

a. Extrapolated here uslng ECLA data. For previous years, see table 835, here n

SOURCE: Tables 85, 810, 812, 816, 820.

gap until 1936.In 1820 and 1900 U.S. GDP/C-PPP
was 73.3 percent 

^nd 
89.2 percent, respectivel)¿, of

U.K. GDP/C.By 1994 U.K. GDp/C-ppp was 72.5 per-
cent of the U.S. figure.

These calculations based upon the Maddison
series show that there has always been an economic
gap between the United Kingdom and the United
States, but that the U.l(.-U.S. relationship reversed
between 1870 and 1936, the United Kingdom fal1-
ing ever further behind. Interestingly, if Maddison is
correct, where the United Kingdom amounted to
only 16.3 percenr of u.s. GDp-ppp in 1994 (table
823), tt amounted to 72.5 percent of u.s. CopZ
C-PPP (table 824). This contrast suggests that the

United Kingdom had much more to aliocate to so-
cial expenditure, a characteristic of its program of
national expenditure for more than one hundred
years. Given these findings about the United King-
dom, it is surprising that there seems to be little
concern about the widening U.K.-U.S. gap or inter-
est in the narrowing Latin America-United King-
dom gap.

To view Latin America's economic perfor-
mance in global context, it is helpful to examine eco-
nomic activity in other world regions in relation to
the U.S. economy. In addition to Latin American
data (seven countries), Maddison provides data
(table 825) for five other world regions: Western
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Unlted Kingdom

United States

United StatesiUnrted Kinctdom

United Kingdom/United Slatesl

34.829 176,5a4
12.432 312,866

284.165
800,295

961 .014
5,903.01 5

PABT B. PERCENTAGE

35.7
-' 56.4

Table 823

TOTAL U.K.-U.S. ECONOMIC GAB ABSOLUTE AND
PERCENTAGE. 1 820-1 994

Country 1 820 1 900 1 938 1 994

PART A. ABSOLUTE GDP-PPP

Latin America (table B.26).In 1992 Latin Arnerica
GDP-PPP was 35.4 percent of the LI.S. total, \ /estern
Europe 95 percent (up fronr 83.7 percent in 1950),
and Asia 165.5 percent, up an astounding 103.9 per-
centage points since 1950. Note that Latin America
is the only world region to have gained ground on
the United States in terms of Cnp-ppp during the
nventieth centur)'.

With respect to GDP/C-PPP, in absolr.rte terms
(table 827),L,atin America ranked above Africa and
Asia in 1820, above Asia by 1900, Southern Europe
by 1938, and E,rstern Europe bv 1950. In percentage
terms (table I)28), however, in 7992Latin Arnerica
GDP/C as a percentage of the tl.S. total wirs below
that of Western Europe and Southern Europe. The
latter experienced a huge gain between 1950 and
1992, with GDP/C-PPP increasing from 2l.1to 38.3
percent while the Latin Arnerican percentage
dropped slightly, lrom 27.3 percent to 24.5 percent.
Western Europe, almost the equal of the United
States in 1820, went into decline in the early twen-
tieth century, owing in part to the two world wars
that took place in the regior-r. Between 1950 and
1992,however, the region improved its coe/C posi-
tion in relirtion to the United States, renching 80.6
percent n7992, up from 75.,1percent in 1900.

With these comparative data as background,
we can turn to the issue of growth rates. (Jnfortu-
nzrtely, international agencies such as the World
Bank and IN{F fbcus on percentage change because
some member countries discourage size compari-
sons. And these countries, although small ¿rnd not
very influential in world affairs, still have one vote in
the United Nations and many other intern¿rtional
bodies. Compzrring growth rates is problematic be-
cause, on the onc hand, the smaller the absolute base
(countries with small economies), the easier it is to
show impressive growth rates. On the other l-rand,
the higher thc absolute base (large economies), the
harder it is to aci-rieve significant percentage chirnge.
Only r.l'hen growth rates are r.ier,ved in conjunctiort
with absolute data does it make sense to irnalyze
them.

Table B29 shows growth rates calculated bv
Maddison for GDP-PPP fron-r 1820 to 1.992. Al-
thor"rgh the real vvidening gap ir-r Latin Americ¿r rel-
ative to the LInited States c¿lme in the nineteenth
century, in absolute terms (table B25), other regions
of the world fared worse. Therefore, although the
economic gap between Latin Arrerica and the United
States widened in the 1800s, Latin American

16.3

1. By 1870 the Un ted States GDP-PPP ($98.4 b lion) had surpassed the United Kingdom
($95.7 bi lron).

SOUFlCE: Calculated from N/laddison (1995:182-183)

Table 824

PER CAPITA U.K.-U.S. ECONOMIC GAR ABSOLUTE
AND PERCENTAGE, 1820-1994

35.5

1820 1900 1938 1994Country

United Krngdom

United States

United States/United Kingdom

United KingdonrUnrled Statesl

PABT A. ABSOLUTE GDP/C-PPP

PART B. PERCENTAGE

1 ,756 4,593
1 .287 4,096

5,983

6.1 34

1 6,371

22,s69

/3ó 89.2

97.5 72.5

1. ln 1 936 the United States GDP ($6.2 biliion) surpassed the Un ted Kingdom
($5.8 b llion).

SOUBCE: Calculated from [.4addison (1995;196-197).

Europe (rwelve countries), Southern Europe (fir,e

countries), Eastern Europe (seven countries), Asia
(eleven countries), Afi'ica (ten countries) as well as

seven Latin American countries. He also gives data
on a region he calls "Western Offshoots" (Australia,
Canada, Ner¡¡ Zealand, and the Unitcd States). For
our purposes we include only the dirtir for the United
States, the basis for world comparisor-r in our analy-
sis as well as for Maddison, Thorp, SALA, the W-R
series, and Moren o-P érez.

The GDP-PPP of tl-re slx regions in absolute
terms is sho'"vn in table 825. By 1938 the United
States rvas positioned to soon surpelss the other
world regions and did so by 1950. In 1820 Latin
America had the lo-"vest GDP of the seven regions
(counting the United Stirtes as a region), but by
1900 Latin America had rnoved up in rank. Bv 1900
Latin Arnerica irnd surpassed Africa, by 1938
Southern Europe, and by 1992 F,astern Europe (in-
cluding the IJSSR). In relative terms, however, since
1900 the eap between the United States and other
world regions has widened, with the exception of
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Table 825
MADDISON SERIES: GDP-PPP OF StX WORLD REGTONS AND

UNITED STATES, f 820-1 992
(M US 1990)l

Western
Year Europe2

Southern
Europe3

Eastern
Europe4 Asias Africa6

Latin
AmericaT

United
Statess

1820

1 900
1 938

1 950
1 992

1 32,689

550,612
1,040,726

1,220.373

5,234,87A

26,81 3
69,389

1 1 5,588
137,165

1,005,450

62,9A4
247,306
586,493

694,037
1,897,938

11,264

56,216
1 93,991

332,379
1.952,206

12,432
31 2,866
800,295

1 ,457,624
5,51 0,378

368,750

550,243
959,048
898,51 3

9,1 2s,053

19,192
27,820
73,84s

103,103

504,367

1. Called "Geary-Khamis dollars;" see N/taddison (1995r163).
2. Tweive countries: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany. ltaly,

Nethelands, Noruay, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom.
3. Five countles: Greece, lreland, Portugal, Spain, Turkey.
4. Seven countries: Bulgaria. Czechoslovakia, Hungary, poland, Romania, Sov¡et Union.

Yugoslavia.

5. Eleven countries: Bangladesh, Burma, China, lndia, lndonesia, Japan. pakistan,

Philippines, South Korea. Taiwan, Thaitand.
6. Ten countries: Cóte d'lvoire, Egypt, Eth¡opia, chana, Kenya, tvtorocco, Nigeria, South

Af tica, f anzania, Za¡ e.

7. Seven countries: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, peru, Venezuela.
8. I\,4addison includes the United States ¡n "Western Offshoots', along with Australia, Canada,

and New Zealand. Western Offshoots as a category is omitted here in order to focus on
the United States.

SOUFICE: N.4addison (1995:182-183,211); U.S. data from tabte B23, above. Regions are
discussed in l\¡addison (1 995;62-63).

Table 826
MADDISON SERIES: cDP-PPP OF StX WORLD REGTONS

AS PERCENTAGE OF UNTTED STATES GDp-ppB 1820_1992

Western Southern
Europe

Eastern
Year Europe Europe Asia Africa

Latin
Ameflca

1 820
1 900
1 938
1 950
1 992

1 ,066.8
175.9

1 30.0

95.0

215.6

22.2
14.4

9.4
18.2

2,966.1

175.8
1 19.8

61.6
165.5

90.6
17.9
24.2

22.8

506.6
79.0

47.6
34.4

154.4

8.9

9.2
7.1

9.1

Year Europe

SOURCE: Calculated from table 825.

fable B27
MADDISON SERIES: cDP/C-PPP OF StX WORLD REGTONS AND

UNITED STATES, 1 820-1 992
(US)

Western Southern
Europe

Eastern
Europe Asia Africa

Latin
America

United
States

1 820
1 900
1 938
1 950
1992

1,292
3,092
4,719

17.384

806
1,575
1,931

2,025
8,273

750
1,263
2,083

2.604
4,608

450

500
714

792
1 ,318

715
1,134
1 ,975
2.614
5,294

1,287
4,096

6,1 34
9,573

21.558

550
681

874
727

3,239

SOUBCE: N/addison (1995:196-197.212): U.S. GDP/C is from tabte 824.
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Table 828

MADDISON SERIES: GDP/C-PPP OF Slx WORLD REGIONS
AS PERCENTAGE OF UNITED STATES GDP/C.PPB 1820-1992

Year

Western
Europe

Southern
Europe

Eastern

Europe Asia Africa
Latin

America

1 820
1 900
1 938
1 950
1 992

42.7
16.6

14.2
7.5

15.0

34.9
12.2
11.6

8.2

6.1

a. Thorp gives 12.5 percent for six countries (see table 835).

SOURCE: Calculated f rom table 827.

55.6
27.74

32.2

24.5

Table B30

MADDISON SERIES: ANNUALIZED GDPIC-PPP
GROWTH RATES, WORLD REGIONS, 1820.1992

(Ranked in Order of Overall Growth)

Region

100.3

75.4
76.9

53.5
80.6

62.6
38.4

31 .4

21 .1

38.3

58.2
30.8
33.9
27.2

21.3

Table B29

MAODISON SERIES: ANNUALIZED GDP-PPP
GROWTH RATES, WORLD REGIONS, 1820-1992

(Ranked in Order of Overall Growth)

Begion 1820-1900 1900-92 1820-1992 1820 1900 1900-92 1a20 1992

United Statesl
Latrn Amer¡ca

Western Europe

World Average
Southern Europe

Eastern Europe
Asia
Afíca

3.2

2.9

3.0
2.2
3.1

3.2

3.6
3.0
2.2

2.2
2.1

2.0
1.9
1.9

United States
Western Europe
Southern Europe
Latin America
Averagel
Eastern Europe
Asia

Af rica

4.1

2.O

1.8

1.3
1.2

1.7
,5

.5

1.5

1.1

,8

.6

.9

,6

.3

,1

1.4

1.7
1.1

1.7
1.5

1.4

1.2

1.2

1.1

1.0

.6

1. Separated from Maddison's "Western Offshoots Regron, which
includes Australia, Canada, New Zealand (not ¡ncluded here).

SOUBCE: Calculated from table 825.

1. Population weighted.

SOUBCE: Calculated from table 827.

economies actually performed better than those of
other regions. Furthermore, Maddison's data on
growth rates confirm that, compared with world re-
gions, since 1900 Latin American economies have
experienced the most growth.

The fact that Latin America narrowed the
GDP-PPP gap in terms of both growth rate and in
absolute terms is noteworthy for several reasons.

First, Latin America gained on the United States
during the 1900s, the period when the United States
was emerging as the world's leading economic
power. Second, Latin America fared better vis-i-vis
the United States than Europe did even though Eu-
rope was the beneficiary of the Marshall Plan to re-
build the war-ravaged region. Third, given Latin
America's second highest growth rate in the nine-
teenth cenrury and highest since 1900 (table 829)
among Maddison's seven regions, Latin America
has rnoved up in rank (table 826) in terms of total
GDP-PPP: rvhile in 1820 the region was in last place
in percentage terms, by the early 1990s it had risen
to third place.

What do Maddison's data on GDP/C growth
rates tell us? According to percentage change data
(table B30), Latin America was hurt by its rapid

population increase. Thus, we see a widening gap
frorn 1820 to 1900 between Latin America and the
United States. Table 830 also reveals that (1) during
the nineteenth century all world regions except
Western Europe experienced a widening GDP/C gap
in relation to the United States and (2) the gap con-
tinuecl to widen after 1900 for all regions except
Western Europe; but (3) owing to increases in GDP/
C-PPP since 1900, in absolute terms (table 827),
Latin Arnerica moved from frfth place in 1820 to
fourth in 1992. The effect of population growth (ta-
ble B30) thus reduces the impact of apparent gains
in overall economic growth rates (table B29).

Counterfactual and Factual Issues in Analyzing
GDP and GDP/C

Although most of the total GDP series exam-
ined (whether DER or PPP) show Latin America in
relatively favorable terms, when the eflect of popu-
lation is taken into account in relation to GDP/C,
Latin America is seen in a less positive, sometimes
negative, light. This shift results from eightfold
population growth since 1900, in absolute terms, in
Latin America. U.S. population increase has been
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less than half that. Whereas Latin America's annual
average growth rate since 1900 has been about 2.2
percert, U.S. population growth has averaged only
1.3 percent.

Thus, since 1900 Latin America has had to ab-
sorb about 240 million more people than the United
States has (table 831). Despite the added popula-
tion, Latin America has still managed to increase
GDP enough to make gains in per capita terms.
Latin America's GDP/C-PPP growth rate since 1900
(1.7 percent) nearly matched that of the United
States (1.8 percent) (table B30).

What if Latin America's population had grown
at the same rate that the U.S" population did? Or vice
versa? Although this is counterfactual, posing and
trying to answer the question helps to understand
the impact of population increase on GDP. Had the
U.S. population increased ¿rt the Latin American
rate, Latin America would have greatly narrowed
the gap in GDP/C (table B32). In counterfactual
terms, U.S. GDP/C PPP in 1994 would have been
$10,218 (in contrast to Maddison's calculation of
§22,259). Had Latin America's population in-
creased at the U.S. rate, Latin American GDP/C-PPP

in 1.994 would be fi1.2,3L2 (in contrast to Maddison's
calculation of $5,469). In both scenarios, Latin
America's GDP/C-PPP would be higher.

Counterfactual analysis, then, su€Jgests (if
Maddison's data are correct) that were it not for the
much greater population growth in Latin America
compared to the United States, Latin America's
GDP/C would be more than half that of the United
States-not one-quarter. This analysis (table 832)
shows that Latin America's population growth has
"eaten" the region's economic output. Furthermore,
political leaders r,vho espouse population growth in
order to achieve national and regional economic
power doom the great majority of their populations
to povcrtl'.'*

The "Factual" Problem of Choosing the
Appropriate Base Year for Deflating GDP Data to

Constant Dollars

Of the seven series discussed here, sk are pre-
sented in "constant" or "standard" U.S. dollars fi-xed
on a base year. One series is given in U.S. dollars of

21High populatiorr gror.vth .,,ields surplus 1:rbor, r.vhich keeps

r,vages clepressed. One result is that countries locus on cxports

rathcr than on building dornestic den-rarrd.

Table 831

POPULATION OF UNITED STATES AND
LATIN AMERICA, 19OO AND 1998

(M)

Begion 1900 1 9SB

Latin America

United States

574

090

59,

76,
491,809
274,028

SOUFCE: Calculated from SALA.37-501 through

521.

Table 832

COUNTERFACTUAL AND FACTUAL SIZE OF GDP/C-PPP, 1994

PABT A. U,S. PER CAPITA LEVEL
USING LATIN AMERICA'S POPULATION GROWTH RATE

US of 1990 Latin Amerlcan Percentage of U.S. Level

Countedactuall Factua " Counterfactual "Factual'

1 0,218 22.259 53.5 246

Latin American Percentage of U S. Level

PART B. LATIN AMERICAN PER CAPITA LEVEL
USING U.S. POPULATION GROWTH RATE

US of 1 990

Counterfactuall Factual" Counteñactual "Factual'

12.312 5 469 54.6 24.6

Calculationofthecounterfactualdata sproblematicbecause,amongotherfactors.the
percentage of population actively contributing 1o GDP in the United States histoflca ly

has been higher than that in Latin Amerlca. Latin America has tradit onally experienced

h¡gher unemployment rates than the United States. Other activity, such as the nforma

economy and smuggling (excluded rn th¡s study). a so affect the ca culation of
coLrnterfactual data

SOURCE: Cacuatedfromtables815and830(l\,4addson's"factua'dataonpercapta
absolute va ues and growth rates) and SALA population data in tab e 831, above.

1960, threc in dollars of L970, one in dollars of
1980, and one in dollars of 1990. Only one series,

W-U, is prescnted in nondeflated, "current dollars."
Constant dollars are used by most analysts to

remove the factor of inflation, thus thcorctically fa-
cilitating long-term comparisons. The problcm is
that the output of all years must be repriced into that
of thc basc year. Depending on which repricing or
"deflator" data are used to "eliminate" inflation, dif-
ferent deflators give different results, one of which
provides the basis of data for conversion into dollars,
according to PPP or DER methods.

Choice of base year introduces the possibility
of distortions. First, the choice of base year may iead
to distortions depending upon how GDP compo-
nents and key sources of income and expenditure
(such as petroleum) are priccd in that particular year.
The cases of Colombia and Venezuela illustrate the
"distortion" caused by choice of year upon which
constant terms are measured in comparison to cur-
rent or nondeflated terms. For example, in current
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dollars, Colombia's GDP in 1996was $89 billion and
Venezuela's nearly $62 billion. (This greater impor-
tancc of Colombia in current-dollar terms prevailed
from 1.994 through 1999.) Yet tracking the year
1,996 b1, using five different base years to calculate
constant dollars (table B33) shows that Colombia in
1996 can be either more economically important
than Venezuela (two base years), less important than
Vcnczucla (two base years), or about tied (one base

year). Table B33, then, illustrates five sets of con-
stant dollar results compared to current dollar re-
sults. Ratios between Colombia and Venezuela vary
greath..

The selection of base year for calculating con-
stant dollars can create misimpressions (including
differing growth rates and rankings) in and among
countries. Change of base year can also change the
value of currency rates, making them overvalued or
undervalued, which results in differing absolute val-
ues and pricing of components in GDP. For many
countries, the given exchange rate for the dollar is

usually overvalued or undervalued owing to flawed
government policy and poorly understood market
realities. Some officials promotc the usc of an over-
valued exchange rate claiming it may help show im-
pressive GDP performance. When "caught," thev
refuse to acknowledge their strategy because disclos-
ing such a maneuver can cause disruptive surges of
capital out of (or into) a countr\,.

Although in theory analysts prefer not to use

current dollars but rather to convert currency into
constant dollars (thus removing inflation even
though it may misstate the amount of change in
both domestic and comp¿rrative international terms),
in practice the choice ofbase year can introduce dis-
tortions that can be avoided by maintaining dollars
in current terms, at least for comparing ratios be-

Table 833

GDP, IN CURRENT AND CONSTANT DOLLARS, 1996
(B US)

PART A. CURRENT DOLLARS

Counky GDP-DEB

Colombia 89

Venezuela 62

PART B. CONSTANT DOLLARS WITH CHANGING BASE YEARS

Base Year for Calculating GDP-DEB

tween countries in the same year. Another advan-
tage of current dollar data is that such data tend to
capture thc inflation in local economies, an impor-
tant factor in assessing the economic situation of the
population. The poor are often the most affected by
the "invisiblc tax" of inflation. To understand the
economic well-being of a population in a given 1'ear,
current dollars are necessarv for comparison because
people must buy their necessities in currency of that
year, not an indexed year. Therefore, although the
W-R2 series in current dollars does not shou, true
percentage change over time, it does show the rela-
tionship among countries without introducing the
potential problems resulting from choosing an un-
representative base )¡ear or an atypical currency ex-
change rate.

Interpreting the Series

The in-depth analysis here of long-term series
illustrates the numerous contradictions and prob-
lems involved in measuring the GDP "gap" betw'een
Latin America and the United States.

With regard to methodologv, it is not possible
to measure with precision historicai changc in GI)P
and Gop/C; we can only document long-term ten-
dencies by decade. The seven difTerent approaches
to measuring change discussed here help to deter-
mine the dimensions of historical change for Latin
America and to understand the region's place in the
world. The United States is considered here as the
most important "region" and the one that other re-
gions and countries compare themselves with.
Other analysts, such Thorp and Maddison, also use

the United States as the -.tandard for comprrison.
Our test of the theory of the widening gap

shows that although the gap has widened in absolute
terms, this has not generally been the case in terms
of Latin America's GDP and GDP/C as a percentage
of u.S. total and per capita GDP. In both absolute
and percentage terms, the gap narrowed, widened,
and narrowed again. Were it not for the surge in
population in Latin America, the region's GDPIC
would be double the current figure in each series.

The same would be true if the United States had ex-
perienced the same growth rate as Latin America
has, rather than its much lower rate.

Figures B2 and 83 summar\zeLatin America's
GDP and GDP/C as a percentage of the U.S. total
according to the seven series analyzed here. In con-
trast to the Jolly projections in absolute terms

Country 1995 1994 1993 1990 1980

Coiombla
Venezuela 53

76

47
56
76

45

53
54
52

SOURCE: Calculated f rom ll\,4F IFS Y 1999.
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Figure 82

LATIN AMEBICA GDP AS PERCENTAGE OF U.S. GDP
ACCORDING TO SIX ANALYTICAL SERIES, 1938-2OOO
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(Figure B1), Figure 83 (in percentage terms) shows
that Jolly's projection for 2000 matches almost ex-
actly the percentage derived by Maddison for 1994.
The difference is .5 percentl

In light of population pressures faced by Latin
America, the region's economies have made remark-
able strides. Relative to the United States, Latin
America GDP has improved its position (table 821)
and GDI'/C has more or less kept pace over the long
term (table 822).The idea of a widening economic
gap between Latin America and the United States is
closer to myth than to reality.

Analysis of the "gap" has come full circle, back
to the original reason for which the Pearson Com-
mission was convened in 1964-concern that for-
eign aid and capital for the developing world were
drying up. The United Nations announced on De-
cember 15, 2000, that former Mexican president
Ernesto Zedtllo r,vould chair a blue-ribbon commis-
sion established to recommend new ways to finance

development in poor countries amid recent de-
.r"rr"r in aid from the world's donor nations.25

Thus the U.N. announced that:

Ernesto Zedlllo is to head the panel, whose
members wili also include former U.S. teasury
Secretary Robert Rubin, former French Finance
Minister and President of the European Com-
missionJacques Delors and others.

The panel is expected to present recommen-
dations byMay [2001] on initiatives that govern-
ments, businesses and international institutions
can take in trade, aid, debt relief and investment.

Official government assistance, once the
bulk of all development aid, has fallen dramati-
ca1ly over the past decade. It currently makes up

2sl"Zed1llo Named Chair of LI.N. Commission to Examine
Decline in International Aid to Developing Countries"), Mexico

Cit1, Nezus, September 9, 2000; and Wall Street Journal, December
15, 2000. http://interactive.wsj.com/archive.

\
I
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Figure 83

LATIN AMERICA GDP/C AS PERCENTAGE OF U.S. GDP/C
ACCORDING TO SEVEN ANALYTICAL SERIES, 1938-2OOO
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Majid Osman, former finance minister of
JVlozambiquel M,anmohan Singh, former Indian
finance minister.26

Olga M. Lazin (200L:250-252) takes the position
that the U.N. Comrnission on Financing the Global-
ization of Underdeveloped Countries should be
made a Permanent Commission, suggesting that it
is unlikely that the Zedtllo Comrnission will be able
to ful1y identi{, the problems and complete its as-

signment bv May 2001. In addition, it is important
to note that the U.N. commissiorr is operating under
the same premise as the 1969 Pearson Comrnis-
sion-that the gap between rich and poor is widen-
ing. Perhaps the "new" commission will take a more
sophisticated view.

In its report, the Pearson Commission did not
emphasize population growth and its role in the ero-
sion of GDP/C. The Pearson Report simply says:

Some of the direct difficulties created by rapid
population growth are the follorving:

26 llhll S trett Journa l, December 15, 2000. http:.//interactive
.wsj.com/archive. In Mexico, critics oi Zediilo objected to his

appointment because, in their view his presidential adrninistration
drastica111, short-changed social welf;¿re programs.

c
oo
o(I

t5

10

5

0

only llvo of financial flows to developing
economles.

In 1990, the figure was 560/0, U.N. statistics
si-low.

The decrease has come despite unprece-
dented growth in trade and investment. Much of
that growth, however, has been concentrated in
the industrialized world, while the developing
world still languishes in poverry compounded by
debt and trade barriers.

The U.N. estimates that the cost to poor
countries of high trade tariffs-in the neighbor-
hood of $100 billion to $150 billion-exceeds
the aid they receive.

The panel's recommendations are to be for-
warded to a special U.N. meeting on financing
for development in early 2002 to be attended
by governments, the International Monetary
Fund, the World Bank and the World Trade Or-
ganízatron.

The other panel mernbers include: Abdulatif
Al-Hammad of Ku
Fund for Economic

walt, sident of the Arab
David Bryer

of Britain, director of OXFAM; Mary Chinery-
Hess of Ghirna, former deputy director-general
of the Intern¿rtion¿rl Labor Organization; Rebeca
Grynspan, fbrmer vice president of Costa Rica;

I
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- Expenditures for education, health, hous-
ing, water supply, and so forth increase
sharply and create severe budget strains. . . .

- Considerable resources are devoted to the
sr.rpport of a large dependent population
which would otherwise be available to raise

living standards and incrcase capital formu-
lation. . . .

- fForeign] Aid requirements are larger.
It is clear that there can be no serious social and
economic planning unless the ominous implica-
tions of uncontrolled population gror'vth are un-
derstood and acted upon. (Pearson 1969:57-58)

It is unfortunate that the administration of
President George W. Bush does not understand that
the great threat to GDP/C growth is rapid (and often
unwanted) population increase. Ironically, the Pear-
son Report noted in 1,969 that "Numerous field sur-
veys of parents in developing countries indicate that
birth rates would be reduced to one-third if parents
had the knowledge and means to plan the size of
their families" (Pearson 1"969:57).

In addition to the issue of population, there is
the diffrculty inherent in measuring economic
growth. We suggest that although I'Pl' is used by an-
alysts who attempt to create "international dollars,"
the result seems to be the inverse-thev create "do-
mestic dollars." Although theoretically PPP accounts
for the fact that necessary items of consumption and
most services have a dollar cost that varies greatly
from official exchange rates to distort traditional
GDP comparisons between developing and devel-
oped countries, in our view the PPP approach yields
an exaggerated value of national currency for pur-
chases both tpithiz countries as well as for trade
amzng courltries. Further, we suggest that PPP values
are contradicted by our experiences of extensive
travel upon which we have developed our own pro-
fessional intuition about the "wealth" of developing
nations.

Ironically, there is little in the "classic" litera-
ture about the statistics of economic growth. Some
otherwise excellent sources do not take into account
the factors and issues discussed here in measuring
GDP (see, for example, Landes 1999 and Kennedy
1987) . For the typical study that is generally weak on
international economic comparisons, see Bairoch
(1e7s).

The title of Haber's 7997 edited work, Hout
Latin America Fell Behind, is misleading. In the in-
troduction (p. 1), Haber points to only "one esti-

mate" that shows that Latin America failed to keep

up with the United States in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. However, because Haber does

not include Maddison's data (1,995), which we

present here (tables 827,P28, and B36), he does not
discuss the fact that although Latin America "fell
behind," so did all other regions of the world. Thus,
Haber's inquiry appears to be not so much "how
Latin America fell behind" but rather "how unique
internal factors permitted the United Statcs to leap

ahead of the rest of the world." The work should
have been titled "Horv the United States Jumped
Ahead in GDP and Has Stayed Ahead of Other Na-
tions." Haber and his contributors should now do a
sequel about "How Latin America Has Been Able
to Maintain Its Gnp Position vis-á-vis the United
States since 1900." (See especially table 836,
herein).

Except for the Engerman-Sokoloff long-term
series for a few countries (Engcrman and Sokoloff
L997:270), there are no additional long-term data

nor serious analysis in the Haber volume of G»p or
GDPiC to justi$, the conceptual framework of the
collected essays. The Engerman-Sokoloff data,

which relied on outdated sources at the time they
were published, are shown in table B35. These ab-
solute data suggest (when we calculate the percent-
ages) that in 1700 Mexico's GDP/C was 91.8 percent
of the U.S. figure. By 1850 the percentage had fallen
to 22.7 percent and remained at that level in 1913.

For Brazil, our calculations based on the Engerman-
Sokoloff data indicate that Brazil's GDP/C was 91.4
percent of u.s. GDP/c in 1800, fell to 64.6 percent by
1850, and to 1,4.4 percent by 1913. When compared
with Coatsworth's data (Coatsworth 1998), Maddi-
son's long-term data for the pre-1900 period (Mad-
dison 1995), and Thorp's data for the post-1900
period, the E,ngerman-Sokoloff data appear credible
for only a few recent years.

With respect to Mexico andBrazll, table B35
reveals a great deal about the contradictory state of
our knowledge about the GDP of these two coun-
tries. All series for the pre-1900 period show that
Mexico and Brazil each had very high GDP com-
pared with the United States, except for the
Hofman-Mulder/Coatsworth series, which seems

to be the most reasonable, albeit for reasons based

upon our professional intuition.
By 1900 the Thorp series appears to be the

most reasonable one for both Mexico and Brazil.
The first year for which we have data in all series in
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table B35 is 1913 (if one considers Thorp's data for
L910 "close" in time to 1913). Where her percent-
ages for about 191.3 are 4.8 for Brazll and 18.4 for
Mexico, the percentages in the other series ranqe
from 11.0 to 15.8 {or Brazll and from 22.7 to 35.0
for Mexico.

Given these disparities, let us examine the ex-
isting long-terrn series back to 1 820 for "all" of Latin
America-all being represented by 6,7, or 44 coun-
tries, depending on the solrrce (table 836). Al-
though tire consensus appears to be 3 to 1 agair-rst

Thorp, tl-ris does not seem to rnake sense, mainly
because the three sources repeat each other. Only
Thorp appexrs to have doreloped a new series, and
indeed it corroborates our professional intuition.
But the meaning of GDI' and G»pzc data remains
unclear.

The Poverty of Latin American Economic History

Analysis of the economic historl' of Latin
America is particularly problematic because studies
in Latin American history suffer from tu,o compet-
ing shortcomings. First, most historians include lit-
tle or no quar-rtitative data about the performance of
Latin America and simply assume a widening GDI'
and Gopzc-- eap berrveen Latin America and the "de-

veloped world." Second, the few writers who rec-
ognize this deficiency and attempt to develop
quantitative data select onlt, one series and exatnine
that series in isolation without comparing it to com-
peting series to show how alternate data can cloud
the rneaning (see, for example, tables B34, 835, and
836).

In addition to the problems with many histor-
ical studies of Latin America, most writirlgs on the
economies of L¿tir-r America (with or without data,
internal or external to the region) havc sought to ar-
rive at a summary.iudgment about Latin America's
condition. Because such work has often relied on in-
complete or one*sided data, in many cases the result
is more opinion than sound conclusion supported by
adequate data. Such opinions have led, sadl¡ to a

varieñ¡ of "giobal judgments" depicting Latin Arner-
ica as: a land of wealth; a backward region; a region
where the poor are exploited by national elites and/
or national elites serve as "lackeys for foreign invest-
ment"; a region plagued by dependency on devel-
oped countries; a region thtrt needs to become self--

sufficient and nationalize its industries; a region that
needs to liberalize and privatize its businesses; a re-

gion where political, institutional, and geographical
barriers are the major obstacles to progress.

Such judgments are, in economic terms, "nor-
mative statements," that is, opinions about how
Latin America ought to be, based on an implicit
comparison with some standard. Yet, what epito-
mizes the poverty of Latin American economic his-
tory is the failure of rnost writers to show in "positivc
economic" terms where Latin America stands. It is
impossible to make a qualified normative statement
about how Latin America ought to be without first
thoroughly examining where it stands in realistic
terms-as well as in positive terms where appropri-
ate. In addition, if a normative statement is to be

mirde, the implicit comparison must also be shown
in positive terms. For example, it is not enough tcr

say that Latin America has underperformed because

of institutional obstacles. One must first be explicit,
quantitatively, about r,vhat l,atin America's perfbr-
rnance has been and explain the standard used to
judge performance. Lacking a solid understanding
of tl-re positive economic situation of Latin America,
rnost Latin American econornic historians have em-
ulated seedy ph1'sicians r,vho bypass a physical exam
and take the patient straight to surgery.

-Io be fair, Latin American econornic history
has impror.ed greatlv over the past few decades. It
has progressed from being dominated bv wholly rel-
ativist projections to at lcast some attempts to in-
clude ind tna.lyze quantitative data.27 During thc
1990s several serious ,,vorks an¿lvzed GDP data as

well as other economic factors. Among these, the
best are bv Maddison and Thorp, which, as the
comparison presented here shows, display very dif-
ferent historical trajectories. Of all the authors who
have studied clp and c»pzc, it appeirrs that rve

should deflate Maddison's data bv about half (or
simply use the Thorp series). Although Maddison's
methodology overstates the summary situation of
Latin America and of most countries of the world,
its importance cannot be mir-rimized. Maddison's is

the most complete series and the one that includes
GDP and GDP/C data for other parts of the world.
Maddison's worldwide comparisons suggest that it is

27An-rong the problerns th¿rt have characterized the r'vork oi
thc past f-erv decades is the use ofpartial d¿ta to extrapol¡tc entire
trends.'fhe dependista school, for exarlrple, b¿sed its entire theotl-

on e-ramining terms of trade over rr linritecl time period. Even more

recent work in L¿tin Arnerican economic history suffers from this

prlctice of do.eloping theories b¿sed on parti,rl or fraqmcntary data
(or in sorne cases no data lt all).
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Series Type

Table B34

COMPARISON OF PERCENTAGE INCREASE IN GDP/C GAP
FOR SIX SERIES AND THE JOLLY PROJECTION

Percentage
lncreasel Penod

Base
Year

Text
Table

Jolly

SALA
Thorp
¡.4addison

W-R2
l\,4oreno-Pérez

564.3
188.1

190.4
136.0

145.5
1,685.04

142.9

1 950-2000
1940 98
1 940-98
1 950-95
1 950-94
1 950-98
1940 98

PPP

GDP.DEB
GDP/PPP
PPP

PPP

Curent
PPP

B1

B4
B9

811

815
819
Appendix D

1 960
1 970
1970
1 970
1 990
None
1 980

1. Percentage increase calculated from absolute difference between U.S. and Latin
American absolute data.

a. TheW-R2seriesisneilhercomparablenorusableinthisformatbecausetheabsoluledata
are ¡n current (nondeflated) terms; this series is valid only to calculate the gap for specific
years in absolute and percentage GDP/C and GDP in terms that exam,ne Latin America
in relation to the United States. lt is presented here only to show what happens to data
if they are not deflated for analysis of absolute data over time.

Table B35

BRAZIL AND MEXICO GDP/C.PPP AS PERCENTAGE OF U.S. GDP/C.PPB
ACCORDTNG TO MAOOISON, THORP, ENGEBMAN-SOKOLOFF (E-S),

AND HOFMAN-MULDER/COATSWORTH (H-M/C), 1700-1 995

Brazil i\.4 exico

Year ¡,4addison Thorpl E-S2 H-N,4/Ca t\¡addison Thorpl E-S2 H-t'//Ca

1700
1 800
1 820
1 850 39.1

91.4

14.4

36.0

39.0

'10

11 .0

12.O

15.0

sg.l
36.7

28.S

29.2
28.2
28.9

91.8

55.8

22.7

89.0
50.0

37A64.6

1870
1890

1 900
1910

29.1

22.7
17.2

16.0
i.n
4.8

17.7
1A.4 ':o

35.01913

1 921

1929

1 930
1 931

1 933

1 934
1 936
1 938
1940

15.8

16.9
17.6
16.0

27.6 22.7

19.2

5.1 18.2

29.2
21.6

17.1

17.8

23.1

22.4

24.4

26.6

26.O

21 .9

22.5

22.2

14.6

14.4

18.5

15.0

14.l

27.O

27.O

22.6
20.1

21 .O

18.6

20.9
20.6

28.7
23.6
22.0
21.5

6.4

1 950
1 960
1 970
1973

1 980
1989
1 990
1 994

6.5
8.4
a7

10.4

12.3

107
23.2

,io
29.0
24.0

22.0

21.A

24.8
25.4

13.9

17.1

28.82

22.9

35.0

42.0
33.0

33.0¿

1 995

1 . Three-year averages, except l\,4exico 1 909-1 0 and 1921-22.
2. Engerman and Sokoloff (base year = 1985) imply that at least some of their data are in

PPP because one of their principal sources is [,4addison ( 1 991 ).
3. Composite series based on data in Hofman and Mulder (1998) and Coatsworth (1998),

with the exception noted ¡n note a, below

a. Coatswodh's data agree with the Hofman-Mulder data except for 1 994: Coatsworth's
f igure for 1994 is 23.0 and Hotman-l\ilulder give 33.0.

SOURCE: Maddison (1 995:1 96-197, 2O2 203); Thorp (1 998:353); Engerman and Sokoloff
(1997t270)t Hofman and [,4ulder (1998:88); Coatsworth (1998:26).
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Year

Table 836

OTHER VIEWS OF LATIN AMEBICA GDP/C.PPP
AS PERCENTAGE OF U.S GDP/C-PPP:

MADDISON, THORR AND HOFMAN.MULDER, 1820-1995A

I\,4 addison
/ uountrres I

lvladdison
44 Counlries2

Thorp
6 Countriesl3

Hof man-l\,4 u lde r
6 Countriesl

and Spain there are few world comparisons, except
for passing references to China, Germany, South
Africa, and Tirrkey. Although the contributors con-
vened in Bellagio and Madrid, that fact, mentioned
several times, does not by itself give the book the
world focus suggested by the title. Beyond the re-
gion of Latin America and the Asian tigers, the con-
cept of regions is not mentioned. Nor do any of the
essays in the Coatsworth volume discuss the analysis
and data presented in recent studies.28

While there are signs of progress toward ex-
panding data coverage (Maddison, Thorp, and
Coatsworth, for example),29 in-depth comparative
research on GDP and Gop¡C remains problematic,
primarily because, as these recent works show, the
available statistics are imprecise for many reasons-
methods of data collection, indexing, choice of ex-
change rates, and so on.

Our purpose here has been to advance the idea
of examining Latin America's GDP and GDP/C in
proportion to the United States. This approach es-

tablishes a meaningful and constantly changing
standard to which all countries compare them-
selves-perhaps even Cuba, if only implicitly.

Ideally, comparative data should be used as

supporting evidence. It is our hope that this work
will make a qualitative contribution in this direction.
Toward this end, we have provided an extensive set

of Cop data for analysis, alternate data sources that
employ different methodologies, and a comparison
of these data through proportional analysis.

Conclusion

Because we have enalyzed seven complete
GDP/C series, including extensive examination of
Maddison's data (tables B13 through 816 ar,dB23
through B32) as well as data for some countries pro-
vided by Engerman and Sokoloff and Coatsworth,
we can now return to the Jolly GDP/C series pre-
sented at the outset (table B1). In analyzingJolly's
projection of a growing per capita gap from 1950 to
2000, we calculated his implied percentage in-
crease-564.3 percent (see note 11). Table B34

28Cuats*orth (1998) does not cite Nladdison (1995) or
Thorp (1998).

29Tho.p (i998) and Coatsworth (1998) contain a wealth of
economic data on many sub-themes withir-r the GDP concept, such

as productivitv, stock prices, and income distribution, but it is NIad-
dison and Thorp who delve deeplv into the summary or GDP d¿ta.

1 820
1 870

1 900

1910

1913
1 920
1929

1 930

1932
1 938
1 940
1 950

55.6

27.7

28.5

27.9

52.8
41 .9

12.5

13.3

27.O

27.1

12.4

12.9

28.0

2a.o

1 960
1 970

1 980
1 990

27.5
26.1

28.3

21.7

13.6
13.7

15.4
12.7

28.2

30.9
23.5

24.6
24.3

26.1

12.9
12.5 29.0

27.0

12.8

1. Thelvladdison-T,Thorp,andHofman-l\,4ulderseriesincludethesamesixcountries
(Argentina. Brazil. Chile, Colombia, l\,4exrco, and Venezuela), except that l\¡addison also

includes Peru and Thorp does not. Base years: Maddison = 1 990; Thorp = 1 970; Hofman

N4ulder = 1 980.

2. Data extrapolated by N.4addison backward from 1950. ln addition to the 7 Latin American

countries (table B1 3, above), the 44 countries also include 1 3 Latin American countries
(Bolivia, Costa Bica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala. Ha ti,

Honduras. Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Uruguay) and 24 non-Latin American

countries (Bahamas. Barbados. Belize. Domrnica. Grenada, Guyana, Jamaica, Puerto

Rico, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Suriname, Trinidad and Tobago. Antigua and Barbuda,

Bermuda, Guadeloupe, French Guiana. l\,4artinique, Netherlands Antilles, St. Kitts-Nev s,

Aruba, Falk and lslands, St. Pierre and lvliquelon, Turks and Caicos). l\,4any of these are

not independent countries. such as Puedo Bico (part of the United States) and N/lartinique

(a province of France).

3. fhorpseesthese6countriesasrepresentingaboutT5percentofLatinAmerica'sregtonal
GDP,

a. Coatswodh(1998;26)calculatesthetotalasthe"arithmeticmean"forTcountriessince
1 900, but the total is not weighted for population, making it useless. (Coatsworth suggests

as much when he notes that the tolal in 1800 for the 6 countries is 66 but when weighted

lor population the figure is 51.)

SOUFCE: Data in table E22, above: and our calculations from lvladdison (1995:196, 212.

21 5. 228) and Thorp (1 998:353), except that data for IMaddison-44 are either

extrapolated by L4addison (1 820-1 929) or are from OECD Development Centre Data

Bank (since 1 950). The Hofman-l\.4ulder data are from Hofman and N,4ulder (1 998:88).

1 992
1 994
1 995

22.3
21.4

time to stop investigating Latin American history in
a vacuum.

While there are signs that scholars are ap-
proaching the study of Latin America in relation to
the United States (Thorp, Maddison, Coatsworth,
for example, along with the present work), it is

clearll'time to develop worldwide comparisons (as

in tables 823-830) and to pursue counterfactual
analysis (as in tables B32 and B33).

Although Coatsworth (1998) claims to study
"Latin America and the World Economy Since
1800," this edited volume does not move much be-
yond Latin America, except for a few references to
the 'Asian" countries, Australia, Canada, and the
United Kingdom. Other than references to Portugal
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compares Jolly's percentage increase in GDPiC with
the increases shown in the slr other GDP/C series.

Clearly, Jolly's projection is completely out of
line with the other sjx estimates (table 834). The
smallest increase in gap (136.0 percent) is Thorp's,
which is close to that calculated by Moreno -Pérez
(142.9) and Maddison (145.5). The W-Rt increase
in the gap is 188.1 percent. The W-R2 increase
(1,685.0 percent) is not presented for discussion but
simpiy to showwhy it is not comparable (table B34).

Ironically, however, Jolly's figure for GDP/C as a

percentage of u.s. GDP/C (table P22) differs from
Maddison's by only .5 percent-Maddison showing
24.3 percent andJollv showing 23.8. Jolly's estimate,
which Pearson used to show Latin America in a

"bad light," turns out to have shown the region in a

"good light."
We conclude, therefore, that there is no single

measure of c»p that serves all purposes. Although
we believe, for example, that the W-R2 series clearly
cannot be used to analyze the pcrcentage increase in
economic gap (table B34), it is perhaps the best se-
ries for undcrstanding Latin American GDP and
GDP/C as a percentage of the United States totals
because the data fall between the high and lorv ex-
tremcs (see tables B21 and B22). ln addition, the
\\¡-R2 series can easily be carried forward into the
twenty-first century, thus providing consistent datir
since 1950. Because the onlv long-term data since
1820 ue Maddison's, however, that series has to be
the most useful fbr studying the period from 1820
throtrgh 1,991 (or 1992, depending on the type of
calculations Maddison makes). We eagerly await an
update of thc Maddison series.

Wc prefer the GDP-DER method in the W-R2
series (which has no base year) to measure the eco-
nomic gap for specific years because it is important
to understand for specific times the comparable size
of economics and their power to purchase in the
world market the goods and services of other coun-
tries. In our view, domestic investors and consumers

take into accolrnt the exchange rate in the vear they
live, as do foreign investors and politicians who are
susceptible to the impact of internal political deci-
sions and world economic factors that encourage in-
flow or outflow of capital. DtrR in curl'ent terms
allows us to understand the dollar value of a coun-
try's GDP at specific moments in time (but not over
time) which is subject not only to flows of funds
woddwide as investors scck advantage but also to
the revaluation of the exchange rate by a country's
authorities, thus subjccting currency to sudden
changes. Neither politicians nor invcstors, let alone
consumers, think in terms of standard dollrrrs (for
example, 7970 or 1990). The idea of three-year av-
erages (used by Thorp) is conyenient only for aca-
demics, not people in real lifc.

In this age of globalization, it is a mistake to fo-
cus exclusively on PPP data becausc, in our view, such
analysis looks inward, away from the world, rather
than outward, toward the world, in order to under-
stand what each country can buy in the international
markets. PPP data do not necessarily help analysts
carry out a meaningful test of thc nature of the eco-
nomic gap between Latin America and the United
States as well as other regions.

Finally, our proportional approach to the anal-
ysis of quantitative data offers a coherent method for
measuring the so-called GDP gap between the
United States and Latin America. We have shown
that the GDP gap has not alwavs fbllowed a contin-
uously widening path, as many analysts have be-
lieved, and, in per capita terms, when the GDP/C gap
widens, this has been attributable to high population
growth. If population growth in Latin America had
resembled the Lr.S. pattern of relatively slow growth,
Latin America would have fared very weIl, as we
have discussed in counterfactual terms. According
to our proportional analysis, the gap widened during
the nineteenth century, stabilized by the beginning
of the twentieth century, and over the course of the
century it narrowed, widened, and narrowed again.
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Appendix A
MtrTHODOLOGY AND SOURCES

Methodological Problems in Interpreting
Qrantitative Economic Comparisons

Data on Gross Domestic Product

The focus of our economic comprrrisons is on
gross domestic product-the value of all goods and
-qervices produced within a country regardless of
or,vnership. Dcspite considerable faith in the ability
of clop to reveal accurately conditions in Latin
America, GDP data merely approximate economic
activit)1 The fact that estimates of a country's GDP
can vary widely from one source to another (both 1o-

cally and outside the country) is evidence of the im-
perfect art of estimating and measuring economic
activiry. Therefore, although we use CIDP data in dis-
cussing Latin America, it is not the intent of this
study to provide a definitive portrayal of economic
"reality." The use and discussion of GDP data can
onlv hope to partially reflect the economic reality.

There are a number of difficulties in measuring
GDP. One involves the variation of data collection
mcthods from country to country Another involves
the reliability of data for early years in long-term
data even if chain-linked. Yet a third type of prob-
lem ariscs when statistical agcncies seck to portray
their country in a positive light by manipulating data
on GDP growth rates, thus distorting the representa-
tion of countries that report their data as honestly as

possible. Furthermore, even when countries seek to
earnesth- gather their data, miscalculations and
varving estin.rates can emanate from différent sectors
within the government, with errors magnified as the
data pass tl-rrough multiple levels of the bureaucracy.

Another related concern is the often-ignored
issue of rvhat to count in measuring GDP. In addi-
tion to the formal economv, some countries attempt
to incorporate the iniorrr-ral economy and even the
black market, while others do not, thus including or
omitting a substantial arnount of economic activity.
For example, during t1-re 1990s Colombia attempted
to include the informal economy in its GDP esti-
mates. Such discrepancies can produce invalid com-
parisons befween corlntries. Ar-rother variation is

that some countries use rnarket prices, rvhich in-
clude ta-res and subsidies, to present their GDP,
while others use factor prices, rvhich exclude taxes

and therefore give a lower figure. These are only a

few of the difficulties in measuring GDP and analyz-
ing the data, yet they raise some important issues to
consider when making cross-country comparisons.

The series presented here exclude both the in-
formal and illegal economy, except to the extent that
money-laundering investments formalize its role.

Converting National Currencies to a

Common Standard

In order to make international comparisons,
GDP must be converted into a common currency,
generallv the dollar (which we use here). A country's
GDP converted for any given year yields "current
dollars." Once the data are converted to the dollar,
worldwide country GDP data can be compared. We
discuss two types of common currency here, each
with variations: "current dollars" and "base-year
dollars."

CURRENT DOLLARS

The process of conversion to dollars creates
distortions. The question is what exchange rate to
use: the official rate, a floating rate, the year-end
rate, an average exchange rate for the entire year, or
the rate at which most of each country's major ex-
ports are sold? The choice of exchange rate can eyen
be more problematic when a country's currency is

artificially set by its central bank, the peg often being
flred at r.n overr.alued rate to increase the size of
GDP. (Countries that allow their currencl,to float,
with the value set by the market, are often pe nalized
when their GDP is compared with that of countries
that set an artificial rate.) The alternative is to at-
tempt to use an adjusted exchange rate, black market
rates, for example, yet the difficulty of gathering
sufEcient data (especially for past years) and the
precision of such data make such a "solution"
problematic.

Even when a market rate is used, the conver-
sion to dollars can always create distortions because
the market rate may not capture the true value of a

local currency. For example, an exchange rate in the-
ory should take into account the inflation inherent
in the local currency, yet it can easily underestimate
inflation or can even over-account for expected
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inflation, hence causing an over- or undervaluation
OfGDP.

In spite of such caveats, and for reasons dis-
cussed in the text, we believe that the current dollar
DER method presented in the W-R2 series is the
most helpful approach to comparing and ranking
economies for comparisons in a single year (tables
81.7 and B19) and for measuring the economic gap
in percentage terms over time (tables B21andB22).
It is not suitable for examining absolute data over
tlme.

BASE_YEAR DOLLAR RATES

There are two kinds of base-year dollar rates-
DtrR and PPP. Instead of the "current dollar" DtrR ap-
proach, discussed above, during recent decades most
analysts have used PPP rates of exchange in an at-
tempt to create a more meaningful comparison
between developing and developed countries. Pur-
chasing power pariq, attempts to account for the fact
that in many developing countries the dol1ar price of
basic consumer products and services is lower and
more difficult to measure than in developed coun-
tries. Hence PPP creates a basket of items and adjusts
country exchange rates for those items to equate
them to developed-country prices.

With regard to comparing the DER and PPP

approaches, see table 86, which shows thatin 1,996

Japan's GDP/C in DtrR terms was higher than the U.S.

GDP, but lower when calculated in PPP terms.

Specific Methods and Sources

Sources for W-R1 Series, 1940-98

The W-R1 series is calculated as described
below.

Latin American Data.:lhe series links trCLA
data for Latin America given since 1940 in SALA,
26-3301, through 332L to data in SALA, 32-3401.

through 3421.,updated with the CEPAL (r,cr1.) Eco-
ruomic Survey of LatinAmerica.Datafrom SALA, vol.
26, were used through 1985. Growth rates from
SALA, vol.32, were used to project the data through
1993. The CtrPAL growth rates were then used to
project the data from 1993 to 1998. A11of the SAI-A
data used factor cost GDP at 1970 prices, while the
CEPAL data used 1995 dollars, non-factor cost. A1-
though this is a break in consistency, a comparison
of cEpAl growth rates and the factor cost growth
rates in SALA, vol. 32, to 1993 shows them to be
nearly identical.

Nine Countries Lacking 1940 Statistirs.-To de-
velop estimates for four countries (Bolivia, the Do-
minican Republic, Haiti, and Panama) for 1940, we
used 1945 trCLA data and the average rate of growth
for the rest of Latin America (slxteen of twenty
countries) to project back to 1940.

Data for four countries (El Salvador, Costa
Rica, Guatemala, and Nicaragua) are from Bulmer-
Thomas (see Thorp, pp. 320-321), whose method-
ology is similar to ours. Data for Peru are from Hof-
marr (1997), a study that Thorp commissioned for
her book.

Cuba Data, Lacking Reliable GDP Ststistics.-
All of the Cuban data are also from Thorp (pp. 320
and 353). Data are in 1965 prices.

United Stotes Data.:lhe basic u.S. series is

taken from INIF-IFS-Y. Because the IMF data go back
only to 1948, for 1940 we used data in Maddison rrf:
ter using the IMF's deflator for 1970 to convert it
DtrR doilars.

DER Conpersions.--Ll1 data have been con-
verted to IMF official rates from IMF-IFS-\'. \\ e h.r|e
converted all data not given in dollars of 19, r-i ro
dollars of that year by using the INIF detl.rt¡r ñr
1970. tror comparison of opR and ppp eri::r-ige
rates, see Table A:1, below.
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Table A:1

EXCHANGE RATES OF 1970 USED IN THORP AND W-R1 SEBIES
TO CALCULATE GDP AND GDP/C AT PURCHASING POWER

PARTÍY (PPp) AND DOLLAR EXCHANGE RATE (DER)
(Local Currency per U.S. Dollar, 1970)

Country PPPI YearEnd Official2 Yeariy Average Official3

A. ATIGENTINA

B. BOLIVIA

C. BRAZIL
D, CHILE

9.0
4.1

10.9e

4.0

11 .9

5.0
12.2

E. COLOMBIA
F COSTA RICA
G CUBA
H, DOIMINICAN REP

10.7

5.1

19.1

1.04

1.0

18.4
6.6
1.04

1.0

ECUADOR
EL SALVADOB
GUATEI\,4ALA

HAITI

14.0
1.7

.9b

4.0

25.0
2.5
1.0

5.0

20.9

1.0

5.0

M. HONDURAS

N. frilEXlCO

O. NICARAGUA

P PANAI\,IA

2.0

12.5
7.O

1.0

2.0
12.5

7.O

1.0

O. PARAGUAY

F, PERU

S. URUGUAY
T, VENEZUELA

126.0

39.0
250.0

4.5

126.0
38.7

248.0
4.5

1 1.9

5.0
12.2

t.

J,

K,

L.

1 .8c

8.9
6.4

.8

85.4

30.7
2oo.od

4.0

1. PPP rales arefrom SALA. 26 3324.
2. Yealend rate (based on Wilkie 1 974:239 240) is used tly Thorp, p. 31 7.

3. Yearly average rate used in W-R1 series is from ll\,lF-lFS-Y, 1999, using 'rf" (period

average) rates.

a. Thorp, p.317.
b. Thorp uses .9 for PPP.

c. Thorp uses 1.7 lor PPP.
d. Thorp uses 198.7 for PPP.

e. From Thorp, p 317. SALA gives .01 old pesos.

SOUFICE: PPP rates are from SALA,26-3324. Oflicial rates are from ll\¡F-lFS-Y 1999.
using "rf" (peíod average) rates.
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Appendix B

POPULATION DAIA

Various sources of population data are used to
calculate GDPiC in the slx long-term series discussed
here:
a. The W-R1 and W-R2 series use population data

from table B:1, below.
b. The SAI,A series through 1980 is based on the

ECLA series (constructed from data provided by
national statistical agencies) in SALA, 26-3324;
subsequent data are calculated by SALA with
ECLA percentage change rates in SALA, 32-3401
and eclAc-SY. We add Cuba ro the SALA series
using Thorp's per capita data for Cuba, which are
converted here to total data (coezc x population
= GDP); and we add Cuba to the S,cLt Latin
American totals. U.S. data for 1940 and 1950 are
derived from Wilkie (1974:ch. 8); the data for
1960 and L970 are derived from IN4F-IFS-! 1980;
data for 1980,7990, and 1998 are from UN-DY,
1992-97.

c. The Thorp population series is from llitchell
(1ee3).

d. The Maddison per capita data (1995) ,.rre based
on his population series, which he includes ir-r full
(pp. 1,1,2-113) from various sources (listed on
p. 99), including the Carubridge Histor.t, c.l- Latin
America (1985-1986).

e. The Jolly series is based on data in ECL.\
(E/cN.121825), lVIarch 1,2,1,969, and srou-th rares
in Pearson (1,969:358). Projections for 20[)0 ¿re a

continuation of 1960-67 per capita grou'rh rates
based on population estimates in Pearsor-r Lp 56).
The low estimate of Latin American lir-rcluding
the trnglish-speaking Caribbean) popr-rlrrior.r tbr
2000 was 650 million; the high was 700 r:rillion,
which greatly exceeds the twenty-cor.rnr:r' L¡tir-r
American data in table B:1, below.

Table B:1

POPULATION SERIES, 20 L AND UNITED STATES,
USED TO CALCULATE GDP/C IN W.R1 AND W-R2 SERIES, 1940-98

(r)

Country 1 940 1 950 1 960 1970 1 980 1 990 1 998

A ABGENTINA
B, BOLIVIA
C, BRAZIL

D. CHILE

14,170

2,700
41,1 10

5,060

17,470

3,010
52,1 80

6.070

1 9.920
3,820

69.720

7,580

23.750
4.580

92,520
9,370

28,240

5,600
121.290

1 1.1 50

32,530

6,570
144.720

1 3,1 00

36,1 23

7,957
1 65,851

14.A24

E, COLOI\,1BIA

F, COSTA RICA
G CI]BA
H, DOI\,4INICAN BEP

9.100

4.29A
1 ,760

1 1,330

800

5,510
2,240

15.420
1.250

7,030
3,040

25,890
2,254
9,724

5.440

32,300
2,A1A

1 0,630
7.170

40.803

3,841

11,116

8,232

t.

J,

K,

L,

ECUADOR
EL SALVADOR
GUATE[,4ALA
HAITI

2,470
1.630
2.204
2,830

3,200
1,860

2,810

3,390

4,360
2.450
3,830

3,620

8,1 20
4,510

6,920

5,010

1 0,260

5,030
9.24O
6,490

12.175

6,032
10,801

20,530

1 ,730
8.550
4.060

5,960
3,440

5.274
4.240

I\,1, HONDUBAS
N. IvIEXICO

O. NICAFAGUA
P PANAI\,4A

1,150
19.650

830

1 ,430
25,790

1,060

800

1,850

36,050
1.410

1.060

2,640
50,690

1,830

1 ,430

3,690
69,660

2,730

1,960

5.1 10

82.590
3,870
2,444

6.147
95.831

4.807

2,767

O, PAFAGUAY

B, PEBU
S. URUGUAY
T, VENEZUELA

1,110

6,680
1 .970
3,710

1 ,400
7,970
2 204
4,970

1,750

1 0,020
2.540
7.350

3,1 50
17,300

2.910
1 5,020

1,220

21,570
3,090

1 9,330

5,222
24.797

3 289
23,242

2.300

1 3,450
2,730

1 0,280

LATIN ATVIEF|CA 123,660 155,090 204.070 269,350 3so,56o 422,99A 491,809

UNTTED STATES 132,590 152,270 180,680 205.050 227,760 249.910 274,028

SOUBCE: 1940 and 1950 are derived from Wiikie (1974:ch. B): 1960 and 1970 data are
derivedfrom IMF-IFS-Y 1980:1980, 1990, and l99Sdataarefrom UN-DY 1992 97.
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Appendix C

MORENO-PEREZ SERIES: GDP-PPR ABSOLUTE D,{TA

Table C:1

MORENO.PEREZ SERIES:1 ABSOLUTE GDP-PPB 1940-98
(M US 1e8o)

1 940 1 950 1 960 1 970 1 980 1 990 1 998

A, ARGENTINA
B, BOLIVIA
C, BRAZIL

D, COLOI\,1BIA

24.057.74

1 ,348.00
18,299.50

5.055.00

33,550.70
1 ,637.70

31 .383.30
7.257.20

44,1 1 0.80
1,749.60

60,740.20
1 1 ,423.60

65.859.60
2.986.70

106,481 .40

1 9,1 49.20

84.988.50
4,380.00

243,500.1 0

32.479.00

74.826.44

4,317.30
280,962.60

46.687.70

1 1 7,709.90
6,020.70

350,1 49.90

60,217.60

E, COSTA RICA

F, CHILE
G, CUBA
H DOI\,4INICAN REP

402.00

6,525.60

5.588.20
714.50

625.90
9,1 52.00
8,428.80
1 ,1 50.00

1 ,1 68.30

1 3,468.1 0
1 0,828.90
2.011.20

2.078.64

20,1 59.60
15,565.80
3,310.30

3,545.00

25,798.90
26,080.00

6,437.80

4.445.10

34.230 40
35.824.20

7,832.8A

5,961 .50

58.767.80
27.777.10
I 1 323.60

I, ECUADOR
J, EL SALVADOB

K, GUATEMALA
L, HAITI

BB9,60

593.30
1 ,61 2.10

595.30

1 ,670.1 0
946.20

1,654.00

673.60

2,704.10
1 .506.30
2.377 .OO

823.60

4,566.40
2,581.90

3,965.60

869.30

1 1 ,489.90
3,496.70
6,798 1 0
1,373.40

14.310.30

3,461.50
7 ,377.44
1 ,339.00

18.259.1 0

5.006.40
1 0.290 1 0

1.171 50

N/I, HONDUBAS
N, l\IEXICO

O, NICABAGUA
P PANAIV]A

479.80
1 5,932.90

402.70

558.1 0

676 00
27,814.20

627.O0

60 1 .90

891.60
48.900.10

1,063.10

966.50

1,448.30

93.866.90
1 .998.60
2.048.60

2,494.10
175.917.70

2,069.50

3,455. 1 0

2,935.80
206,073.60

1 .736.00
3.599.30

3.935 70
261,870 60

2.179.80

5,256 50

O, PARAGUAY
B, PEFU

S, UBUGUAY
I, VENEZUELA

629.30
4,067.50
2,411 .OO

7.364.20

842.24
5,237.84
3,536.00

1 6,1 90.20

1,108.80

8,816.00
4,377.54

30,268.30

1,767.90
14,062.30

5.1 00.80
50,365.40

4.067.50
20,581.00

6,661.40
60,777.60

5 551 .80
1 8.396.70
6.702.40

63,235.80

6,666.60
27 .099.44

9,1 05.40
80,470.70

97,519.40 153.654.70 249,303.70

656,01 1.00 1,019,726.00 1 .404,424.00
85.4 84.9 82.2

414,233.20
2,044,237.00

79.5

726.391.30
2,688,468.00

73.O

423.845.70

3,486,544.00
76.4

I .069.239.90
4,249,471.44

75.1

Latin America Total

United States Total

Total Gap

1. Based on ECLA data (1 950 90) in SALA. 32 3423 and l\,4oreno-Pérez estimates for 1 940.

DataforallyearsincludehisestimatesforCuba Dataforl99Bextrapolatedhereusing
ECLA,S.1999,

SOURCE: I\,4oreno-Pérez (1 995).
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Appendix D

M ORtrNO-PEREZ SERIES : GDP/C-PPR AB SOLUTE D,{TA

Table D:1

MORENO-PEREZ SEBIES:1 ABSOLUTE GDP/C.PPP, 1940-98
(us r980)

Country 1 940 1 950 1 960 1970 1 980 1 990 1 998

A, ABGENTINA
B. BOLIVIA
C. BHAZIL
D, COLOI\,4BIA

1,697.3 1,965.5 2,214.4 2,773.0
499.3 544.1 458.0 652.1

445.1 601.4 A71.2 1.150.9

555.5 640.5 740.8 932.7

3,009.5
782.1

2,007.6
1,254.5

2,300.2

657.1
1,941 .4

1,445.4

3,258.6
756.7

2,111.2
1,475.8

E. COSTA RICA
F CHILE
G, CUBA
H, DON,IINICAN REP

648.4
1,289.6
1,302.6

406.0

782.4

1 ,507.7
1 ,529.7

513.4

934.6
1 .776.4
1,540.4

661 .6

1,201 .5

2,151 .5

1.820.6
815.3

tJl5.b
2,313.8
2,683.1
1,183.4

1,581.9

2,613.0

3,370.1
1,0s2.4

1,552.1

3,964.4
2,454.8
1,375.6

I, ECUADOR
J, EL SALVADOR

K, GUATEI\,IALA
L, HAITI

360.2
364.0
732.8

210.4

521 .9

508.7
588.6
198.7

620.2
614.8
620.6

227.5

766.2
750.6

752.5

205.0

1 ,415.0
775.3

982.4
274.1

1,394.8

688.2

801.8
206.3

1,499.7

830.0
952.7

147.3

¡,1, HONDURAS
N. I\,IEXICO

O, NICAFAGUA

P PANAI\i1A

417.2
810.8

485.2
900.2

427.7
1,078.5

591.5
752.4

548.6
1,851.8

1 ,092.1
1,432.6

675.9
2,525.4

758.1
1,762.8

574.5
2,495.1

448.6
1,499.7

640.3
2,732.6

453.5
1,899.7

O. PARAGUAY

R. PEHU
S. URUGUAY
T, VENEZUELA

566.9

608.9
1,223.9

1 ,985.0

657.2
1,607.3

3,257.6

768.7

1,045.5
1,868.4

4,899.4

1,291.3

1,189.7
2,289.1

4,046.4

1,315.6

852.9
2,1 69.1

3,271.4

1 ,276.6
1,092.8
2,768.4

3,462.30

481 .9

1,356.5

754.O

911.8

633.6
879.8

1,723.4

4,1 18.1

Latin America Average

United States Total

The l\,4oreno-Pérez series is based on his own est¡mates for 1 940 and on ECLA data
(1 950-90) in SALA, 32-3423. Data for all years include I\¡oreno-Pérez's estimates for
Cuba. Data for 1998 extrapolated here using Appendix C, above. Population data
used for these calculations are from SALA, 26-601 through 621 .

SOURCE: L,loreno-Pérez (1995)

788.60 990.70 1 ,221 .70 1.555.00

4,965.20 6,696.80 7,773.00 9,969.50

2,064.1 0
1 1,805.70

1,890.80
13,951 .20

2,174.10
1 5,653.40
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